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Publishing Market
in

TAIWAN
Population: 23,545,680
Area: 36,193 km 2
Number of publishers: 4,987
Number of bookstores: 2,163
Annual production value: US$786 million
Book published in 2017: 40,401
(24.05% translated books; 10.24% electronic books)

Top 6 genres’ copyrights sold:

Top 6 genres of books published
in 2017:

Top trading partners:

Fiction 11.04%
Humanities & history 10.29%
Children’s books 8.63%
Social science 8.32%
Arts & design 7.23%
Motivation 5.12%

Top 6 genres’ copyrights bought:
Fiction 17.6%
Children’s & picture books 12.1 %
Marketing & management 9.4%
Computing 8.6%
Social science & humanities 7.2%
Lifestyle 7.1%

Children’s & picture books 25.6%
Motivation 13.1%
Literature 8.0%
Marketing & management 7.2%
Social science & humanities 6.9%
Computing 6.4%

China
United States
Japan
Korea
Canada

Translation Grant Program
Funds translation of Taiwanese original publications
Maximum funding:
NT$ 500,000 (roughly US$16,464)
Apply between Sept. 1st and Sept. 30 th each year at
www.booksfromtaiwan.com
For more information:
http://www.booksfromtaiwan.tw/grant_index.php
or contact: books@moc.gov.tw

*Source: Taiwan Institute of Economic Research (2016),
National Central Library (2017)
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El mercado editorial en Taiwán

El mercado editorial en Taiwán

Población: 23,545,680
Superficie: 36,193 km2
Número de editoriales: 4,987
Número de librerías: 2,163
Valor de producción anual: US$786 million
Número de títulos nuevos 2017: 40,401
(24.05% de libros traducidos; 10.24% de libros electrónicos)

Los primeros 6 géneros publicados en 2017
Ficción 11.04%
Humanidad 10.29%
Libros infantiles 8.63%
Ciencias sociales 8.32%
Arte 7.23%
Automotivación 5.12%

Los primeros 6 géneros
derechos de autor comprados
Ficción 17.6%
Libros infantiles 12.1 %
Marketing y comercio 9.4%
Informática 8.6%
Ciencias sociales & humanidades 7.2%
Estilo de vida 7.1%

Los primeros 6 géneros
derechos de autor vendidos
Libros Infantiles 25.6%
Automotivación 13.1%
Literatura 8.0%
Marketing y Comercio 7.2%
Ciencias Sociales & humanidades 6.9%
Informática 6.4%

Los primeros socios comerciales
China
EE.UU
Japón
Corea
Canadá

Programa de Subvención de Traducción
Ayudas económicas para la traducción
de publicaciones taiwanesas originales
Ayuda máxima: 500.000 dólares taiwaneses
(aproximadamente 16.464 dólares estadounidenses)
Pueden solicitarse entre el 1 el 30 de septiembre de cada año en
www.booksfromtaiwan.com
Para más información:
http://www.booksfromtaiwan.tw/grant_index.php
o contacte con: books@moc.gov.tw
*Fuente: Instituto de investigación económica de Taiwán (2016),
Biblioteca Central Nacional (2017)
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Chin-Lun Lee
Chin-Lun Lee is a picture book writer and illustrator. She received her M.A. in
illustration from the Royal College of Art.
Recommended Illustrator: Chin-Lun Lee

Her work has won many accolades, including Best Children's Book of the Year
from the Openbook Awards, Editor's Choice from Amazon.com, featured
author from Eslite's online magazine, and Author of the Year from the
China Times weekly book supplement.
For years, Lee has devoted over half of her time to the animals around
her. At first it was mostly dogs, but eventually there were more and
more cats. Her observations of the animal-human relationship, and
how they act around each other, have inspired her works. She hopes
that her books can reach adult readers as well as children, saying
that she hopes to "change how people think of and treat animals, in a
quiet, gentle and non-abrasive way."
Her published works as an illustrator include: No. 39 Animal Surgery,
Paw in the Surgery, Love Forever, The Light from a Window Seat, Talking
About Cat, Every day is a Good Day, What Chubby Cheeks Taught Me, and
That's How We Love Them. Her published works in the children's picture book
category include: Spit the Seeds, 23, Uncle Wolf, Close the Door Gently, The Very
Kind Rich Lady and Her One Hundred Dogs, and Good Dog, PAW!
Contact:
FB: www.facebook.com/thisischinlunlee
IG: www.instagram.com/chinlun_lee
Email: chinlunli@gmail.com

No. 39 Animal
Surgery

Paw in the Surgery

動物醫院39號

This book was created and published
when the author was missing her
dog. The book takes an amusing and
irreverent look at veterinarians and
animal hospitals from a dog’s point of
view.

No. 39 Animal Surgery depicts a real
place through semi-fictitious accounts,
the vet is based on a true person, but
the animals are personifications. With
her astonishingly artistic and unique
expressions of drawing, the author tells
these mini stories about animals and
human beings with passion for animals.
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
96 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 986-797-527-8
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Paw在醫院裡

Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
32 pages | 15.2 × 20.3 cm
ISBN: 986-729-131-X

What Chubby
Cheeks Taught Me
那些胖臉兒教我的事
In 2012, Chin-Lun, with a pen in hand
and an irresistible urge to draw,said:
“I’m going to keep on drawing until
the end of the world.” The book is
a commemoration of her creative
journey, of overcoming fear and finding
happiness, freedom and comfort in
drawing, and it’s dedicated to those
who have encouraged her in the past.
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
160 pages | 17 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-329-3

Ilustrador recomendado: Chin-Lun Lee

The Light from a
Window Seat

Love Forever

靠窗的位子，光線剛好

Little Ling and Paw were ChinLun Lee’s dogs and also members
of her family. When they got sick
and died one after the other, Lee
began to look at the issue of death.
Life is short, but is love forever?
How should people properly love
animals? After death, where does
life go? Is there a heaven? Lee
looked for answers in her heart....

A book that manages to be gloomy,
down and out, warm and funny all at
the same time, Chin-Lun shares the
explorations and discoveries she made
while studying illustration in Britain.
What Chin-Lun loves most is creating.
This book surprises and delights her
fans, details her days at the Royal
College of Art, and describes her
impressions and state of mind there.
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
180 pages | 17 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-104-6

愛不終止

No. 39 Animal Surgery © 2018 by ChinLun Lee / Locus Publishing Company

Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
88 pages | 18 × 24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-729-125-7
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Recommended Illustrator: Chin-Lun Lee
Talking About Cat © 2018 by Chin-Lun Lee / Locus Publishing Company

Talking About Cat

Everyday Is a Good
Day

That’s How We Love
Them

Chin-Lun took a fresh look at the
cats and dogs’ illustrations she made
a couple years ago: there are tracks
of time and real love in the drawings.
She exchanged old words for new
words, brought new feelings to her
old experiences, and took some new
photographs to place alongside the old
illustrations. Looking back, she and her
readers alike feel warmth inside.

撥撥橘日日美好

寵物原來如此

This is the story how Chin-Lun Lee
made an old accommodation become
her dream place, also a safe home to
the street cats.
This is all she wants: is designing
good merchandise which deliver good
message to the people. A small shop,
for her own and for animals, for the
people to understand how to live.

Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
224 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-159-6

Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
164 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-264-7

There are so many families with pets
now, and even some schools will
have children learning to take care of
pets together. However, in addition to
love and patience, pets need people to
understanding their living habits and
animals knowledges.
The two pet experts co-authored this
book to answer the questions of many
children and parents. It’s a practical
book with pleasing illustration.

講貓的壞話
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Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
144 pages | 19 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-760-009-7

Ilustrador recomendado: Chin-Lun Lee

Paw in the Surgery © 2018 by Chin-Lun Lee / Locus Publishing Company

Spit the Seeds

Uncle Wolf

23

子兒，吐吐（25週年紀念版）

怪叔叔

23

Chubby Cheeks, the little pig who
loves to eat, swallows some seeds by
accident.
He's so worried that the seeds will
sprout on his head, and gradually grow
into a tree.
Or maybe it's not so bad, because a tree
can attract birds and produce fruits!

People say there is an “uncle wolf”
who likes to kidnap kids. Who is he?
Where is he? When does he show up?
Chubby Cheeks and his friend, Little
Bow Tie, are very worried. They put on
their thinking caps to figure out how to
handle the situation if they meet him
unexpectedly.

23 kids play in the field, 10 cows bask
in the sun, 5 kids go down the stairs,
and 4 kittens hide in the tree… with
a giant dragon. Wait! A giant dragon?
How come no one ever finds the hiding
dragon when it's so huge and lying in
front of them?

Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 21 × 28.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-580-6

Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
32 pages | 20.8 × 29 cm
ISBN: 957-642-503-4

Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
32 pages | 12.3 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-323-9
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Cultural Taiwan

A collection of books telling you about the beautiful island
- Taiwan in every facet, from people and monuments to
eating habits and the latest trend. The books unfold an
exploration of the unique Taiwan culture, as the pictures
and words leap off the pages.

Taiwán cultural

Una colección de libros que hablan de la isla hermosa,
Taiwán, en cada uno de sus aspectos, desde su gente y
sus monumentos hasta los hábitos gastronómicos y las
últimas tendencias. Los libros constituyen una singular
exploración de la cultura taiwanesa en la que imágenes y
palabras saltan de las páginas.
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Sun-Wu-Kong

火燒厝

獨眼孫悟空

My grandfather is a Taoist priest. He
also has skillful hands. His workshop is
full of tools, bamboos, glue and paper.
I remember that I played in a sedan
that my grandfather made. In the end, I
was scolded severely. It is said that the
sedan is for the “Death”….

The thief was secretly walking in the
dark, dragging Sun Wu-Kong out in
one hand. Next day, Sun Wu-Kong was
found lying in the trash can. Feeling
embarrassed and angry, he could do
nothing but wait for someone to rescue
him….

Author: Ping-Kun Liao
Illustrator: Amann Wang
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-923-711-6

Author: Chia-Hua Chang
Illustrator: Nan Jun
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/
Papa Publishing House
56 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-076-6

Tiggy Tiger's
Lantern Festival

Adventure at Night

蹦蹦虎過元宵

Joseph is an explorer who likes to
observe animals at night. One day, he
heads out with everything he needs
and a torch for an adventure in the
dark. He dives into the deep sea, goes
underground, and explores an ice field.
He even ventures into a pitch-dark
cave to explore the world. However, he
couldn’t find anything, until his torch
broke down at the end of the trip….

Tiggy the tiger is a lantern in the
Lantern Festival. Because of his
outlook, the tourists dislike him.
Fortunately, after meeting a group of
old ladies, Tiggy finally realizes that he
can measure the value of himself on his
own.
Author: Wen-Hwa Wang
Illustrator: Fu-Tien Hung
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency/
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-904-8

Taiwán cultural

Paper House Effigy

探黑

Author: Shu-Ti Liao
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
30 pages | 13.5 × 30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-602-9
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Cultural Taiwan

Adventures Through
the Forbidden City

Native Plants of
Taiwan

The Whispering
Paintings

穿越故宮大冒險: 肉形石的召喚

新細說台灣原生植物

會說話的畫

This is the first time the National
Palace Museum is used as the theme
of a fantasy adventure novel series.
In this story, the Meat-Shaped Stone
has been stolen, and the Mongolian
princess and the Taiwanese youth travel
through time and space and brave the
Mongolian grasslands!

Native Plants of Taiwan covers more
than 200 common native plants of
Taiwan, and is filled with information,
such as scientific and common names,
features of the flowers and leaves,
and distribution areas. The book also
includes indices that provides the
most convenient way to search for a
particular plant.

This book is based on a true story, and
is also the first picture book talking
about restoration of paintings. The
gentle story and soft drawing describe
Taiwan artist Cheng-Po’s Chen passion
for his hometown, and repair ethics of
restorers.

Author: Tsung-Hsien Cheng
Illustrator: Noveala Huang
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
208 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-208-5

The Portrait on Altar
Table
供桌上的自畫像
Cheng-Po’s Chen oil painting Outside
Chiayi Street was selected for the
Imperial Fine Arts Academy Exhibition
in 1926. Chen was the first Taiwanese
painter obtaining such an honor.
Chen freed himself from all restraints
and expressed his inner passions
in his works, a legacy of painting
masterpieces of his homeland.
Author: Man-Chiu Lin
Illustrator: Cheng-Po Chen
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
214 pages | 16.5 × 21.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-934-326-8
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Author: Wen-Pin Chen
Publisher: Bookman Books Ltd.
520 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-445-744-1

Author: Fang-Ping Lin
Illustrator: Wen-Chi Hsu
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
48 pages | 20.5 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-604-974-3

Growing with the
Wind: The Story of
Onions

Black-faced
Spoonbill’s Winter
Visit

愛吹風的洋蔥

黑面琵鷺來過冬

Onions were brought to Taiwan in the
20 th century. From October to April,
the sufficient sunshine and strong dry
wind in the Hengchun Peninsula in
southern Taiwan provide good growing
conditions for onions. After overcoming
threats from weeds and pests, the
onions become well-rounded and
packed with rich flavor and nutrients.

Every year during winter, people in
the Southern part of Taiwan look
forward to seeing the migration of the
globally endangered species known as
the Black-faced Spoonbills. Jeng-Jyi
Wang has been tracking Black-faced
Spoonbills’ migration routes for more
than 25 years. In this book, he reveals
the overwintering life among them
through vivid descriptions and photos.

Author: Yi-Chia Ho
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-581-3

Author: Jeng-Jyi Wang
Illustrator: Chiu-Hsiang Wang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 22.7 × 24.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-549-3

Little Peach

雞蛋花

小桃妹

A boy visited a military dependents’
village. He saw a girl named Hanako
in a plumeria tree. She took him back
to 1945 and showed him how people
have come and gone over the past few
decades, including a Japanese family,
a Chinese Nationalist soldier, and a
professor’s family.

Little Peach’s grandma shut down her
rice cake shop. She hoped to make the
Girl’s Rice Cake but couldn’t remember
the recipe. Little Peach consulted
villagers and they helped. Finally,
Grandma made a huge one to celebrate
the Lantern Festival. She decided to
pass on this great tradition.

Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
56 pages | 18.5 × 25.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-571-4

Author: Ming-Kung Chiang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-538-7

Let Me Take Care of
You

A Book of Small
Things: 15
“Mono”Gatari
(Stories) on Modern
Japan

讓我照顧你：一位長照服務員的
30則感動記事
A warm and sensitive heart transforms
the life and death records of patients
into touching stories, as well as reflects
the government’s invisible problems.
Author: Ming-Jen Yeh
Publisher: Niang (Showwe
Information)
286 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-445-209-5

微物誌－－現代日本的15則物語
Starting the story from ordinary objects
such as chocolates, trains and cars,
this book explores Japanese postwar
history with a sociological perspective,
bringing readers on a time machine
to observe Japan's development since
1945.
Author: Lillian Tsay
Publisher: Independent Author
(Showwe Information)
276 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-082-1

Bicycle Journey by
Myself
一個人的單車旅行
Taiwán cultural

Plumeria

A novel about life education. The
protagonist lost her father in an
accident and then was kidnapped, so
she started a bicycle run-away journey
by herself. She saw the value of life, the
importance of all-out effort, the courage
of refusing to indulge, and many more
on the way.
Author: Zhi-Jian Liao
Illustrator: Zhi-Hong Xu
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
208 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-356-0

Millet and Fire:
Myths and Legends
of Taiwan's
Indigenous Peoples
粟種與火種－－臺灣原住民族的
神話與傳說
The beliefs and rites of life of Taiwan's
indigenous peoples are all related to
millet, and its millennial myths are
extremely important mythological
motifs for all ethnic groups.
Author: Yi-Lu Lu
Publisher: Showwe Classic
(Showwe Information)
322 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-946-867-1
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Michelin Your Way
to Taste Taiwan
米其林味蕾的極上美食課
Cultural Taiwan

Follow the architect who tasted cuisines
all over the world on this odyssey for
luxurious tastes around Taiwan. You
will be guided through European,
Chinese, Japanese, and a variety of
creative cuisines. Be prepared for
an intense training to cultivate your
Michelin-level taste buds.
Author: Hung-Hui Huang
Publisher: Uni-Books, A Division of
And Publishing Ltd.
192 pages | 19 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-219-9

The World Top's 50
Hotels

觀•點：台灣現代攝影家觀看的
刺點
Collecting works in series of 19
famous modern photographers from
Taiwan, this book seeks to convey
to its readers different dimensions of
Taiwanese modern photography. It
includes twenty-three series of photos
and twenty critiques, implying various
point-of-views and diverse meanings
behind each artwork.
Author: Chao-Tang Chang
Publisher: Uni-Books, A Division of
And Publishing Ltd.
420 pages | 20 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-554-6

The World's Top
Museums
瘋玩世界級博物館
You will find yourself walking in the
wonderlands of Lego, Moomin and
Harry Potter, visiting Ferrari, Vampires,
and the notorious “Toshka-G.” Embark
on the most breath taking, awesome,
cringing, and funkiest journeys in
museums around the world.
Author: Yu Tu / Ivy Chen
Publisher: Uni-Books, A Division of
And Publishing Ltd.
288 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-213-7

Visiting the
Nineteen Kitchens
Around the World

When Bread Was
Wheat

The author—a famous architect in
Taiwan—selects and introduces 50 top
hotels all over the world. He personally
visited each of them and observed them
closely with his professional eyes. This
title lists the reasons why they deserve
to be the world’s top 50 hotels.

走進世界廚房

How many roads must a grain of
wheat walk down before you call it
bread? The picture book not only tells
the journey of wheat, but shows the
importance of food education without
telling a lesson.

Author: Hung-Hui Huang
Publisher: Uni-Books, A Division of
And Publishing Ltd.
360 pages | 19 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-052-3

Author: Soupy Tang
Publisher: Uni-Books, A Division of
And Publishing Ltd.
224 pages | 16 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-565-790-1

世界極上之宿
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Beyond the Frame

19 distinctly different kitchens, 19
different owners. Tag along with Soupy
and embark on her field trips to learn
the hosts' specialties. Over there, she
exchanges local flavors and the lives of
local families and the immigrant.

好麥給你好麵包

Author: Fu-Ju Yang
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
64 pages | 20.5 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-155-3

Southern Lifestyle

我家在這裡

台南生活自由式

Starting off from his hometown Puli,
the author Yu-Qin Huang introduces
Taiwan to readers by combining picture
books and comics.

Cecil Tang is a Taiwanese graphic
designer. This project is an attempt
to visualize tangible and intangible
elements of the city, reflecting Cecil’s
personal vision of his birthplace, Tainan
Taiwan.

Author: Yu-Qin Huang
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
40 pages | 22.5 × 30 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-151-5

Author: Cecil Tang
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
136 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-079-7

Taiwan Original
Animals Story 1: The
Sika Deer’s Wish
小鹿的願望
True bravery is not about being fearless,
but standing up to what you are afraid
of! Go on an adventure with the little
deer. Courage and independence are for
children to acquire.
Author: Lynol
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 21.6 × 20.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-947-206-7

Shoot from the
Hip: Station
and Humanities
Photography Album

Rare Species of
Birds in Taiwan:
Wonderful Gift from
Heaven

Visit Tribe: Taiwan
Aboriginal Aroma
Ingredients

30年磨一劍：盲拍、車站人文速
寫

台灣絕世鳥

Taiwan's aboriginal ingredients jumped
onto the international stage. A unique
and creative feast for the taste buds!
A collection of farmers and aboriginal
ingredients to build five-star delicious
dishes!

A photography album about train
stations and humanities, which captures
meaningful silhouettes in candid
moments.

A photography album about rare
Taiwanese bird species. The photo
show birds realistically. Rare species
of birds in Taiwan are wonderful gifts
from heaven.

Author: Yi-Po Lin
Publisher: China Xinhua Bookstore
161 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-790-3

Author: Gu-Shan Wang
Publisher: China Xinhua Bookstore
237 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-791-0

Taiwán cultural

My Home Is Here

食尚馬非親炙家滋味

Author: Zhong-Liang Ma / Ding
Meng
Publisher: Maturity Books
208 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-957-983-4
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Cultural Taiwan

The Market + Night
Market

The Wind Lion Gods

Fishing for Squid

風獅吼

捉鎖管

菜市夜市套書

On a peaceful island, villagers cut down
too many trees, and eventually lost
the mountains that used to shield them
from heavy winds. Every time the giant
horseshoe crab exhaled, the villagers
would get blown away. As a last resort,
the villagers called the Wind Lion Gods
for help. Could peace be restored?

This book records the method of
fishing squid, the ecology of squid, the
knowledge of the sea with children,
and the exploration of the sea. See
the fisherman’s struggle, but also see
Taiwan’s fishing village culture.

This book presents a Taiwanese market
with a very long axis in the picture
(the original work is 786 cm), like the
picture books edition of “Along the
River during the Qingming Festival”.
Follow the artist to visit the market,
with the experience of the daily life!
Author: Zhe-Ming Chang
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
36 pages | 17 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-377-8 / 978-986943-376-1

Author: Ru-Gui Liu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
44 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-373-0

Fish Flying in the
Sky

Little Blue Dress

天上飛來的魚

It’s a story describing a girl with skin
allergies who could only wear the dress
made by indigo dyeing. It cost almost
6 years to finish the illustration by the
illustrator. By reading this picture book,
you could know about indigo dyeing,
the good technique of illustration and a
warm story.

This is a picture book about a small
island of Taiwan - Lanyu, and the
culture of the Dawu people living on
this island.
Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
40 pages | 27 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-962-866-2
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藍色小洋裝

Author: You-Ran Chang
Publisher: Children's Publications
Co., Ltd.
44 pages | 29.5 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-335-5

Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
44 pages | 26 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-770-6

Small Town,
Southern Time:
Zuoying & Český
Krumlov
南方小鎮時光：左營•庫倫洛夫
Born in the southern Taiwan, 61Chi
gradually lost her childhood memories
after moving to Taipei at 18 for
studies and work. Ten years later,
when residing at a small town of
Český Krumlov in the southern Czech
Republic, she found them back, piece
by piece, moment by moment.
Author: 61Chi
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
156 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-466-6

Fieldoffice Architects Going Home

日常藍調

在田中央

回家

Winner of the 2016 Golden Tripod
Illustrator Award, HOM Hsu continues
the same style of Before Sunset in his
newest book, but this time using blue
as his main color scheme and capturing
his recent bike trip around the Taiwan
Island and Jiaming Lake.

In 1994, Sheng-Yuan Huang, the
founder of Fieldoffice Architects,
moved to Yilan County in northern
Taiwan. Since then, he has received
numerous awards. Huang made almost
all his works in Yilan, indicating that
his creations are strongly connected
with his personal life experiences and
understanding of the area.

Fresh off a win at the 4 th GCIA awards,
Yu Teng paints a finely-detailed portrait
of the Taipei she grew up in through a
journey back home, starring a man and
a dog. She depicts the streets, the MRT,
and YouBikes that have become such a
big part of daily life.

Author: HOM
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
144 pages | 18 × 24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-778-9

Author: Fieldoffice group / ShengYuan Huang
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
438 pages | 14.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-714-7

Pickling New Stories
into Life

A Field Guide to the
Birds of Taiwan

漬物語

臺灣野鳥手繪圖鑑

From Taiwan's northern to southern
shores, spring to wintry days......pickled
vegetables are the seasons' gifts.
Nourished by the earth, sun, and rain;
cherished, deposited, and abounding. A
lifestyle of simplicity and seasonality,
a preference for the organic, selfsufficiency, and a spirit of sharing.

Written and illustrated by Taiwanese
people, this book showcases the latest
information about Taiwan’s birds, and
introductions of each bird as a guide
for readers observing birds in Taiwan.
Secrets to identifying different breeds,
ages, genders, and subspecies are
included in the content.

Author: Dai-Hua Shen / Yi-Ju Louiz
Chen
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
172 pages | 17 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-739-0

Author: Mu-Chi Hsiao
Illustrator: Cheng-Lin Li
Publisher: Forestry Bureau Council
of Agriculture, Executive Yuan
439 pages | 13 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-042-555-0

Taiwán cultural

The Diary Blues

Author: Yu Teng
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
40 pages | 19 × 13 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-715-4

Butterfly Fauna of
Taiwan,
Papilionidae Vol.2
臺灣蝶類誌第二卷：粉蝶科
The first book of butterfly resources
for Taiwan and it’s offshore islands.
According to authentic taxonomy,
the introduction of each type of
butterfly includes name, sample,
adult morphology, world and Taiwan
distribution and etc. This is the second
volume of the 5-volume series book.
Author: Yu-Feng Hsu / Chia-Lung
Huang / Chia-Yuan Liang
Publisher: Forestry Bureau, Council
of Agriculture, Executive Yuan
224 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-156-3
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Cultural Taiwan

Yushan National
Park

Into Taroko

玉山國家公園

With the stunning Taroko Gorge
formed by geological uplifting and
erosion of the Liwu River as the theme,
this picture book aims to promoting
the honor of Taroko National Park’s
fulfillment of the world heritage
standard for natural wonders and
geographic value.

The founding of national parks are
deemed as the beginning of a review
of our ecological environment in
a booming economy. The Taiwan
government set up 9 national parks in
succession to protect our homeland.
Author: Lung-Sheng Chen / Wen-Ju
Lin / Yu-Chuan Chen
Publisher: Yushan National Park
51 pages | 21 × 29.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-056-061-9

Author: Hsiu-Mei Lai
Illustrator: Ta-Wei Tu
Publisher: Hualien County Cultural
Affairs Bureau
55 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-051-059-1

金門國家公園
The setup of Kinmen National Park is
the benchmark of attention to cultural
assets in Taiwan, and contributes to
expanding the horizons of Taiwanese
national parks. With this book, people
may gain integrated knowledge of the
park and then have a wonderful and
memorable experience.
Author: Education Team
Publisher: Kinmen National Park
80 pages | 20.8 × 28.9 cm
ISBN: 978-986-054-664-4

Let’s Gall Taiwan-A
Guidebook on Insect
Galls

Temple Art

Peak of Temple

宮廟巧藝：跨越傳統的葉根壯
大木作技術

廟堂之巔：許漢珍的大木作世界

癭臺灣：蟲癭指南

Penghu “National Treasure” craft
master Ken-Chuang Yeh, who was
raised in an educated family, has been
immersed in the field of temple-building
for 65 years. He has participated in the
design and construction of more than
60 temples in Taiwan and Penghu.
This text has preserved his amazing
techniques for future generations.

Though this book is titled as a guide to
insect galls, it actually explores various
scientific aspects in cecidology research
findings through pictures, paintings,
and drawings. We sincerely hope it
can interest you in this extraordinary
microscopic world of insect galls.
Author: Gene-Sheng Tung, etc.
Publisher: Forestry Bureau, Council
of Agriculture, Executive Yuan
247 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-346-8
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潛進太魯閣

Kinmen National
Park

Author: Shih-Chao Lin / Yu-Tung
Chang
Publisher: Bureau of Cultural
Heritage, Ministry of Culture
239 pages | 21 × 29.8 cm
ISBN: 978-986-056-194-4

Han-Chen Hsu is a master carpenter
from Tainan, and is honored as a
“preserver of cultural asset” by
Taiwan’s Ministry of Culture. He
combines traditional techniques with
modern knowledge, and has made
many awe-inspiring temples in Taiwan.
This book could also be seen as a
development history in Taiwan’s postwar temple architechture.
Author: Yu-Hua Tsai / Ming-Fu Hsu
Publisher: Bureau of Cultural
Heritage, Ministry of Culture
191 pages | 21.5 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-050-851-2

One Heart for One
Art 06

帶著18個記憶去旅行

一心一藝：巨匠的技與美 06

The Bureau of Culture Heritage is
dedicated to the promotion of culture
heritage. With hand-made illustrations
and simple text, we hope to draw
everyone’s attention to the preservation
of Taiwan’s cultural heritage.

In-depth reports of 15 distinguished
artisans are included. This book not
only describes artisan life stories and
knowledge, it also shares their valuable
life experiences in a hope of preserving
intangible cultural assets and the great
spirit of craftsmanship.

Author: Hao-I Wang / Ko-Hsiang Liu
Publisher: Bureau of Cultural
Heritage, Ministry of Culture
224 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-052-570-0

Author: Yu-Chieh Chu, etc.
Publisher: Bureau of Cultural
Heritage, Ministry of Culture
192 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-050-112-4

Fascinating Maps

Taiwan History Map

地圖很有事：地圖的臺灣史特展

臺灣歷史地圖

A map represents people’s spacial
awareness, but it also rules people’s
conception of the world. Throughout
history, there have been people who
were not content with the existing
worldview and pioneered a new ideal
place in the unknown. With maps as a
form of media, we present the changes
and social issues of Taiwanese society.

A Taiwan history map that leads Taiwan
history into a brand-new visualized
and spatialized reading mode; starts
a new trend of Taiwan history being
“mapilized”. Each themed map
integrated time, space, people, objects
and place of history into an image, so
the readers are literally looking at the
history!

Author: Wen-Cheng Shih
Publisher: National Museum of
Taiwan History
133 pages | 21 × 27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-451-9

Author: Ching-Chi Huang / Yen
Huang / Yu-Yuan Huang
Publisher: National Museum of
Taiwan History
200 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-274-4

Idols in Man’s World
神界•人間：臺史博館藏神像
特展
Taiwán cultural

Traveling with 18
Memories

Religion is an essential part of
Taiwanese public life. Early Han
immigrants mostly came from Fujian
and the Guangdong area of China. The
religion and idols from that region were
brought to Taiwan, where they were
then spread and cultivated into a unique
Taiwanese culture.
Author: Ming-Shan Chiang
Publisher: National Museum of
Taiwan History
143 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-953-8

Taipei, an Era of
Artisan
台北．職人食代
The book is written collaboratively
by 10 dietary literature authors of
different ages. They each visit a longestablished restaurant in Taipei city,
tell the professional spirits behind the
shop, and refine Taipei’s local gourmet
cuisine.
Author: Jui-Yao Wang etc.
Publisher: Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
155 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-055-671-1
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Cultural Taiwan

Master in Savoring
Taipei Cuisine

Savoring the Tastes
of Old Taipei

Feathers Around
Corner

臺北食食通

味道臺北舊城區：艋舺╳大稻埕
╳大龍峒

在街角，遇到飛行

Food writer YuFu introduced gourmet
cuisine in Taipei. In addition to the
delicacies and lesser-known origins
of different cuisines, he also depicted
his long-lasting friendship with many
restaurant owners in this book. Any
fan of delicious food and profound
relationships could find an absorbing
chapter in this book.
Author: YuFu
Publisher: Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
208 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-053-617-1

Author: Jiao Tong
Publisher: Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
205 pages | 12.8 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-049-560-7

Meet the Corner of
Taipei

PulsationBiodiversity of
Taiwan Photography

遇見臺北角落
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Follow this food guide to taste the
unique flavors of Taipei. There are three
old town regions in Taipei that were all
once prosperous and busy. By enjoying
the traditional street food in these
places, visitors to Taipei could start a
journey of the tastebuds and imagine
what Taipei City used to look like.

Under the background of Taipei’s
rapid development, precious natural
ecology is still well-preserved. Among
all wildlife, birds are considered the
friendliest to humans. 50 kinds of birds
are introduced to the public through
essays in this book. Also included
in this title are twelve routes that are
suitable for bird-watching and bird calls
QR codes.
Author: Ko-Hsiang Liu
Publisher: Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
191 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-051-959-4

Taiwan's
Photographer:
Hsi-Chieh Ko

Different from common travel books,
this book leads readers into the small,
undiscovered corners of the city. If
those famous tourist attractions are like
glamorous clothing covering the city,
these corners would be the deep inside
of the city, nurturing peoples’ souls.

脈動：臺灣生態攝影

臺灣攝影家：柯錫杰

Pulsation-Biodiversity of Taiwan
Photography is where vivid and
moving works are captured through
the lens of ecological photographers,
and are presented in the diversity of
lifeforms on this rich island.

The book is an introduction of Tainan
photographer His-Chieh Ko’s splendid
life work, as well as an analysis of
his art development and aesthetic
achievement.

Author: Fion
Publisher: Department of
Information and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
144 pages | 17 × 24 cm
ISBN: 978-986-042-387-7

Author: Chao-Ling Kuo / Te-Hsiang
Liu / Yuan-Cheng Fu / Chun-Tsung
Lin / Tzu-Tung Chen
Publisher: National Taiwan Museum
73 pages | 23 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-054-974-4

Author: Po-Cheng Shen
Publisher: National Taiwan Museum
167 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-053-985-1

Titles with Sample
Translation in Spanish
This section features a selection of picture books which have
sample translations in Spanish. Please enjoy these fascinating
stories with amazing pictures at the Taiwan Pavilion, or request
for digital samples from the publishers.

Títulos con traducción
de ejemplo en español
Esta sección incluye una selección de libros ilustrados con
traducción al español de muestra. Pueden disfrutar de la lectura
de estas fascinantes historias maravillosamente ilustradas en
el pabellón de Taiwán o bien solicitor muestras digitales a los
editores.
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Titles with Sample Translation in Spanish

The Flyaway Tickets

Spit the Seeds

車票去哪裡了？

子兒，吐吐（25週年紀念版）

In order to recover the tickets blown
away by the wind, no matter how many
obstacles he faces, the driver does all he
can to get them back. The ending is not
only unexpected, but heart-warming.

Chubby Cheeks, the little pig who
loves to eat, swallows some seeds by
accident.
He's so worried that the seeds will
sprout on his head, and gradually grow
into a tree.
Or maybe it's not so bad, because a tree
can attract birds and produce fruits!

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
40 pages | 28.5 × 21.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-180-4

Painted Snipe
彩鷸奶爸
Renowned illustrator Hua-Ren He turns
his long-time observations of snipes
into a picture book. The story contains
touching parent-child interactions and
features the living habitats of Taiwan's
wild birds.
Author: Hua-Ren He
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
38 pages | 22 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-042-6
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Author: Chin-Lun Lee
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 21 × 28.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-580-6

Little White Goose
Wants a Tan
小白鵝想曬黑
The little white goose is fed up with
being white, and is jealous of the
different-colored animals. After a few
failed attempts to get darker feathers,
one day she finds that a hen gets a
beautiful tan in the oven….
Author: Tai Pera
Publisher: Self-Published
26 pages | 21 × 14 cm

Riding a
Brontosaurus to
School
騎著恐龍去上學
At Special School, the children never
stay in bed and never pretend to be
sick, because they have a very special
and amazing school bus: a little
Brontosaurus!
Author: Si-Yuan Liu
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
36 pages | 25 × 24.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-370-9

One Hundred Pigs
and One Hundred
Wolves
100隻豬與100隻大野狼
100 pigs living happily in a village
find themselves surrounded by 100
wolves one day. While some pigs are
in panic mode, there is one pig with a
brilliant idea that may lead to a win-win
situation.
Author: Shing-Jane Tsai
Illustrator: Chih-Ming Huang
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-564-146-7

The Bear Who Loves
to Sing

亞斯的國王新衣

Adapted from the story of the White
Terror (Taiwan) victim Kun-Lin
Cai. This title will allow children
to understand the history of Taiwan
through pictures.

Axel is a big trouble. He always upsets
others but is not aware of what he has
done. He makes the king a mock by
yelling out the truth that the king wears
nothing. Infusing the traditional fairy
tale in the story elicits the characters of
kids with Asperger’s syndrome.
Author: Ching-Yen Liu / I-Tsun
Chiang
Illustrator: Jiu-Zi
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-903-340-4

愛唱歌的小熊

Author: Yi-Zhen Wu
Illustrator: Pei-Ci Liao
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
48 pages | 20 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-156-0

Tony Bunny - A
Rabbit with Short
Ears
短耳兔
Tony Bunny knew that he is different
from other rabbits since he was little.
He doesn't have long, white ears. His
ears are small and chubby. At first,
he doesn’t care. But gradually, Tony
Bunny starts disliking his ears more and
more. "Why aren't my ears the same as
other rabbits?"

Títulos con traducción de ejemplo en español

Axel and the
Emperor’s New
Clothes

Author: Julia Liu
Illustrator: Leo Tang (Tang Tang)
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
42 pages | 23 × 25 cm
ISBN: 986-715-827-X
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New Titles:
Children’s Books

This section includes recommended children’s books
published within the recent 2 years. The variety in these titles
illustrates the creativity of Taiwan for international readers.

Títulos nuevos:
libros infantiles
Esta sección incluye los libros infantiles recomendables
y publicados en los últimos 2 años. La variedad de estos
títulos les ilustra la creatividad taiwanesa a los lectores
internacionales.
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Cinderella's Tiara

一直一直躺著睡

拉拉的皇冠

“It is time to wake up!” “No, I want
to sleep all day long.” “Anyway, I’m
going for work.” “Okay, I’ll sleep all
day long.” This is a story about the
illustrator’s daily life observation, and
her dream to sleep all day long.

Cinderella thinks she is the most
beautiful gorilla in the world. One day,
Cinderella receivs an invitation from a
beauty contest. She wanted to win the
tiara so she started to plan. This contest
is very different; she needs to practice
walking down a catwalk, the splits,
and smiling. Will Cinderella win the
beautiful tiara?

Author: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
40 pages | 19 x 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-900-0

Benjamin
小班
Benjamin loved staying at home. One
interest made him stay at home more
often than others—dazing. One windy
night, Benjamin heard that his friend
Bat Jim was sick. Even though he
barely left his home, Benjamin decided
to visit Jim. He finally goes out, what
will happen to him?
Author: Jo-Shin Lee
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-901-7

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Asleep All Day Long

Author: Wa-Ha Huang
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
46 pages | 19 x 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-941-902-4

Hitching a Ride with
Mr. Cat
搭便車
The cat found lots of waste on the
mountain. Let’s make the waste into a
car! When the cat drives its hand-made
car, the animals want to hitch a ride.
Should the cat let them in? Will they
discover the secret of the car?
Author: Ching-Lien Hsiao
Illustrator: Maureen
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-079-7
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I Want to Eat !

Dear

好餓好餓好餓

和你在一起

Meow-Da wakes up and he wants to
have a fat mouse, but he can’t find
any mice anywhere! This picture book
contains some hidden surprises; for
instance, two mice try to help each
other in most of the pictures! And
there are also mice featured in famous
paintings!

As Mary wakes up in the morning, she
finds that George was out. She wants
to call him, but George doesn’t notice.
As Mary runs out to catch up him, she
follows him to the places they used to
go together….

New Titles: Children’s Books

Author: Szu-Yuan Liu
Illustrator: Nan Jun
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
48 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-051-5

The Loudest Cheers

Blooming Mr Jizo

最熱烈的掌聲

花地藏

Only the winner deserves the cheers?
A football game full of love and team
spirt is about to launch.
Children have a different interpretation
towards the meaning of winning and
losing from adults.

The combination of the fascinating
story with the softness of the
illustrations will inspire the power
inside of you. When you close your
eyes, the story will calm you down and
light you up from the lost and dull of
life.

Author: Chen-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Shu-Ti Liao
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
40 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-818-4
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Author: Deer Jan
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
56 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-054-6

Author: Higo Wu
Illustrator: Kiko Yang
Publisher: Viking International Co.,
Ltd.
40 pages | 29 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-221-2

The Rabbit House
on Children's Day
兔子家的兒童節
Today is Children’s day, and Little
Bunny wants to go out and have an
adventure! Everybody prepares radish
sword and uses the handkerchief to
cover Little Bunny’s eyes. They are
going to have an imaginary adventure !
Author: Wen-Hwa Wang
Illustrator: Jade Huang
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
56 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-059-1

Little Seeds
Growing Up! (Vol.
Fruits)
小種子快長大：水果篇
This magical novelty book helps
children discover how different types
of fruit grow through pull-tabs.
Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Viking International Co.,
Ltd.
10 pages | 14.5 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-110-9

Little Seeds
Growing Up! (Vol.
Vegetables)
小種子快長大：蔬菜篇
This magical novelty book helps
children discover how different
vegetables grow through pull-tabs.

The Plant Club
植物研究社
17 plant classes of plant club and
also sharing of all the pleased, anger,
sorrow, and happiness. The stories help
you know the plants and understand
people with humanity.
Author: Su-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Sonia Ku
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
208 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-805-7

Poems for Words

蝸牛：林良的78首詩

字的小詩（全三冊）：
讀一首詩，交一個字朋友

This collection has 78 poems, writing
about animals, family, and children,
with simple words and kids' point of
view.

Read a poem, and make friends with
words. Every word has a feeling, a
story and lots of imagination….

Author: Liang Lin
Illustrator: Zhen-Ying Lu
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
144 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-811-8

Author: Shi-Ren Lin
Illustrator: Guan-Qun Guo / Xin-Hua
Wu / Shang-Yu Chang / Hsiao-Chi
Chang
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
144 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-800-2

The Best Place in
the World

An Ideal Zoo

世界上最好的地方

This is an ideal zoo. An ideal zoo is
not only for humans, but also for the
animals. Hedgehog Spikey started his
first day working at the zoo. Following
this adventure, readers can explore
what an ideal zoo is like, along with fun
and hidden thoughts.

The Best Place in the World is a
children's book targeting 5-7 year-olds
and their parents. The story aims to
engage the audiences to find out where
is the best place in the world for them
by the adventure of black bear Mimi
traveling to the North Pole.
Author: Min-I Yen
Publisher: Nani Book Enterprise
Co., Ltd.
48 pages | 21.4 × 30.3 cm
ISBN: 978-957-443-606-4

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Viking International Co.,
Ltd.
10 pages | 14.5 × 20.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-440-042-3

Snail

美好動物園

Author: Yi-Ting Lee
Publisher: Nani Book Enterprise
Co., Ltd.
36 pages | 28.8 × 21.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-443-608-8
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New Titles: Children’s Books

Spring Garden

Summer Farm

Autumn Forest

春天的花園 讀《春曉》

夏天的農場 讀《憫農詩》

This book brings a brand-new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.

This book brings a brand-new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.

秋天的森林
讀《秋夜寄邱員外》

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-250-2

Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-251-9

Winter Mountain

Kaka Cat’s Tailor
Shop

The Flyaway Tickets

貓卡卡的裁縫店

In order to recover the tickets blown
away by the wind, no matter how many
obstacles he faces, the driver does all he
can to get them back. The ending is not
only unexpected, but heart-warming.

冬天的山野 讀《江雪》
This book brings a brand-new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.
Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-253-3
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This book contains three heart-warming
fairy tales. The main character, Kaka
Cat, is always trying to help the animals
and people around him. The simple and
straight-forward stories convey hope,
love, friendship, and nothing but good
values.
Author: Ya Ping
Illustrator: Yi-Ting Lee
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
128 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-160-6

This book brings a brand-new idea
to introduce toddlers to the world of
classical Chinese Poetry. Featuring
beautiful illustrations and modern
stories inspired by classical Chinese
Poetry, each book comes with five
fun mechanisms offering readers a
fun, interactive way to read and play
together.
Author: Yu-Hsuan Huang
Publisher: Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
8 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-252-6

車票去哪裡了？

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
40 pages | 28.5 × 21.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-180-4

Fairy Tales on Good
Character 1 - 4

Calder the Artist

好品格童話1 - 4

Writer Chen-Kuo Liu humorously
depicts a small spider named Calder
that is full of passion and talent.
Determined to do what he loves, he
goes all out, and is finally recognized
for all that he has done.

Using prose that is easy to understand,
this series highlights stories of the
protagonists’ life experiences. Through
the Character Genie, children learn the
concept of character. The addition of
science information enables children to
develop scientific knowledge.

Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
36 pages | 21 × 26.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-325-9

長的圓的，一起來蒐集！
Little squirrels, Lele and Gray, love
to collect things. Recently, they’re
into collecting objects that are shaped
rectangular or round. Gray goes to the
vegetable garden, and Lele brings many
of his animal friends. A fun game of
collection helps you look at shapes and
classifications from a new perspective!
Author: Li-Ya Chen
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
56 pages | 24.5 × 26.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-407-2

The Mountain That
Vents

The Angry Little
Crocodile

Grandpa, Remember
Me?

會生氣的山

小鱷魚 別氣了！

爺爺，記得我嗎？

A once serene mountain range was
suddenly disturbed by a parade of
trucks and tractors. Trees were axed
and ugly holes were left on the slopes.
The author uses this book to express
her love and concerns for Mother
Nature and our environment.

Crocodile got angry because of his best
friend, Mouse’s, unintentional mistake.
Meanwhile, Crocodile remembered
Grandma said, “Go to bed earlier, you
will feel better.” So he obeyed and
went to bed. Then, what happened in
his dreams? It’s a wonderful story for
discussing with children about how to
deal with anger.

Grandpa Cat often forgot things
recently, which made Ah-Meow very
worried. After Grandpa drank a bowl
of mysterious fish soup from Grandma
Toad, he no longer remembers AhM e o w. Wi l l G r a n d p a C a t e v e r
remember Ah-Meow again?

Author: Yu-Lin Chen
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
36 pages | 21.5 × 27.1 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-364-8

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Hsin-Yu Sun
Publisher: The Eastern Publishing
Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-338-168-6

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Author: Xiao-Zhen Lai
Illustrator: Shu-Yu You / Cindy
Wume / Right Ear / Wan-Jing Yang
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
448 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 471-122-531-693-2

藝術家阿德

Rectangular or
Round, Let’s Collect
Them Together!

Author: Li-Chen Huang
Publisher: Youth Culture Enterprise
Co., Ltd.
36 pages | 24 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-449-065-3
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Double Blessing

Beanie’s Labyrinth

雙倍的祝福

豆豆的迷宮遊樂園

Maja has two homes; friends are
envious of her but she doesn’t see
things in the same way. After talking
with her teacher, Maja changes her
point of view and starts to believe she’s
actually very lucky to have two homes.
Who do you think changes Maja?

Beanie is different from other Chilean
rats. They dig holes to protect their
family but Beanie wants to create a fun
and interesting labyrinth where there
are traps. Sadly, no one appreciates his
idea. One day, snakes invaded Beanie’s
village. Would his labyrinth save
everyone and make him a hero?

New Titles: Children’s Books

Author: Rebecca Ma
Illustrator: Anna Laura Cantone
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
32 pages | 24 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-935-535-3

Princess Lulu and
Cole
露露公主與遲到大王
Princess Lulu is every young man’s
dream love, and Cole was no exception.
He made every effort to win her
heart, but failed in the end because
of his bad habit of always being late.
Consequently, he decided to get rid of
the terrible habit. Can he turn things
around?
Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
96 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-564-2
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Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Public Child
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
112 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-561-1

Migratory Birds and
Resident Birds
遷徙鳥，居留鳥
Because of Dad’s job relocations,
Mom and I have been changing homes
and schools like migratory birds. I am
always saying goodbye to friends I’ve
just met. When finally we don’t need
to move anymore, granny falls ill and
Mom has to go care for her…what
should I do?
Author: Miryam
Illustrator: Chichi Huang
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
32 pages | 24 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-562-8

Princess Charlotte
and the Shrewd
Miser

The Best Princess
and Her Knight in
the Shining Armor

嘉嘉公主與精明的吝嗇鬼

最棒的公主與她的護花使者

Yale was competing for a dinner date
with Princess Charlotte. He purchased
a discount bag of apples, some bread
and a knock-off purse. He was proud
of how he obtained his gifts. Charlotte
however wasn’t impressed with his
behavior. Could Yale turn the situation
to his advantage in the end?

If you want to be a knight in the shining
armor, you must be smart, sweet, and
turn yourself into Spider-Man? It is
no simple matter to be a true princess.
She must know everything and also
be classy. Sometimes she must be
Superwoman!

Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
96 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-565-9

Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Ginar
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
96 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-567-3

My Dear Trouble
Maker

Abram: The
Adventure Journey

Mom’s Magic Bag

雖然你是搗蛋鬼

亞伯蘭的冒險旅程

This book has lovely painting and
humorous word to show children how
to talk to their pets. Through this funny
story, you can know: if you want the
pet to be your best friend, you must be
his or her best friend first.

Abraham leads his people to find a
new home. They met the kind-hearted
bees, a cunning fox…… they even
encountered the Human War! Could
they find a new home? This is an
adventure journey. It tells us if you
have courage and keep your faith, your
dream will come true.

The story is about a day little kangaroo
and her mother walking to her
grandmother’s birthday party. Mother
takes everything that baby needs, like
rubber band, water cup, tissue etc., into
bag. The baby kangaroo looks into the
bag while mother kangaroo is taking a
nap. What will she find?

Author: Teresa Tu
Illustrator: Yan-Dan Chen
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
120 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-942-6

Author: Fang-Yi Rita Chen
Publisher: Fang-Yi Rita Chen Picture
Book
36 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-899-018-0

Choco the Cat Is
Really Happy

Memories

I Am Good Man

想念

我是好人

貓巧可真快樂

Award-winning author Chih-Yuan
Chen's most sincere and touching
masterpiece. This book is about the
love to and memories of his mother and
hometown.

"I want to be a good person!" But
what is a good person? Ying is a kind
student, everyone likes him, and he
never says no. One day Ying received
a love letter which has to be transferred
to his neighbor Fong. But it’s not as
simple as it seems.

If you ask everyone in Cat Village "Do
you want to be happy", nobody will say
no. But while asking questions about
happiness, everyone becomes really
confused. What is happiness? How
does one become happy? Follow Choco
the Cat to find out what happiness is.
Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Erin Yu
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
120 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-541-9

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
172 pages | 25.3 × 23.5 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-539-6

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Author: Rebecca Ma
Illustrator: AnnaLaura Cantone
Publisher: Golden Apple Books
Limited
36 pages | 24 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-952-941-9

媽媽的百寶袋

Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Hsiang-Lin Tseng
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
160 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-570-9
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Mr. Fat and Mr. Tall
胖先生和高大個
(創作20週年紀念版)
Mr. Fat and Mr. Tall are best friends,
living at two opposite shores of the
Alligator Island. Mr. Fat climbs up
a tree to see what Mr. Tall is doing
through binoculars, but falls down and
breaks his leg. But he is too fat to be
put in an ambulance….
New Titles: Children’s Books

Author: Lai Ma / Li-Ling Yang
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
30 pages | 21.35 × 30.3 cm
ISBN: 978-986-944-332-6
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Doggy Pupu Moves
to a New House

Little Fire Dragon
Goes to School

小狗噗噗搬新家

小火龍上學記

Daddy and Mommy are going to move
into a new house, so Doggy Pupu will
have a brand new life. What changes
for the new life?

It's time for little fire dragon's little
sister to go to school. She insisted
finding the way to school by herself.
However, she got the wrong map and
ended up going to her grandma's house.
The way was full of danger. Her parents
and brother decided to go rescue her.

Author: Leo Tang
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
32 pages | 23 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-948-449-7

Author: Jay Yeh
Illustrator: Water Brain
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
128 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-917-2

Fire Dragon
Baseball Team

Making Picture
Books Alive

Guai Guai the Pig
Series

小火龍棒球隊

繪本動起來

A hundred years ago, humans and fire
dragons had a baseball match where
humans won the game. A hundred years
later, a little T-Rex hits a baseball into a
baseball field filled with humans. One
little baseball ignites the old feud with
new rage, and the match of the century
is about to begin.

Make picture books come alive! Ms.
Wang tells us how to read books and
creates picture books with children.

小豬乖乖系列: 乖乖溜滑梯、乖
乖坐馬桶、乖乖愛幫忙〈共3
冊〉

Author: Jay Yeh
Illustrator: Water Brain
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
96 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-954-918-9

Author: Shu-Fan Wang
Illustrator: Yi-Jin Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
224 pages | 17 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986- 950-845-2

Guai Guai is sitting on the top of slide
for a long time but is not willing to
slide down. Why? Guai Guai doesn't
need to wear diapers anymore, but she
has to learn how to sit on the toilet.
Mommy needs Guai Guai's help, what
should Guai Guai do?
Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
24 pages | 19.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 471-721-102-270-2

The Story of the
Twelve Zodiac
Animals

Giraffe's Swimming
Lesson

Scientific Toys
Maker

朱瑞福的游泳課

科學玩具自造王

十二生肖的故事

Every child goes to swimming lessons
this summer and so does little giraffe.
But for little giraffe, it is really hard
to learn swimming. Little giraffe tries
again and again but couldn’t learn how
to swim. Suddenly a leaf falls down
on the water and little giraffe finds
something….

Introducing 20 toys you could make
by yourselves at home. Each toy
corresponds to a scientific principle.
Make toys and learn science!
Author: Ko-Chieh Chin
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
192 pages | 17 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-937-194-0

Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co., Ltd.
36 pages | 26.1 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-942-150-8

Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
44 pages | 26 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-909-591-4

Specially for You

The Tear-drop Day

Who’s the Best?

為了特別的你

下眼淚雨的一天

誰最棒?

Today is Peter’s birthday! Mom and
Dad are going to make sure it’s as
enjoyable as possible, so they invite all
of Peter’s animal friends. But things get
difficult as the guests get bigger. The
giraffe can’t stand up without hitting
the ceiling, and there’s no room for the
elephant!

It was teardrop day. Little Bear was
woken up by crying sounds from the
distance. He went out to check, and
found his friends were crying for
various reasons. Some were sad some
were afraid, some were joyful, and
some gained strength from shedding
tears. This is a story about emotion and
empathy.

Little Red and Little Orange both want
to be the best kid in the world. These
twin sisters compete with each other
but they are always equally good. Their
family members share experiences with
them, saying that being good is good
enough even if one is not the best.

Author: Yu-Jung Hsu
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
40 pages | 21.6 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-940-601-7

Author: Chen-Ying Lu
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
44 pages | 20 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-947-818-2

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Do you know the story of the 12
Chinese Zodiac Animals? The Jade
Emperor held a great race for animals
and would pick twelve animals. But
why was the Rat afraid of the Cat after
the race? Why did the Snake lose his
feet? Why did the Monkey's bottom
become red?

Author: Hsuan-Chieh Cheng
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
40 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-578-3
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Big Ocean, Small
Waves
大海小海浪

Puppy and I
小白
An old man dreamed about his
childhood in which he was having a
good time with his puppy until the
puppy was hit by a truck and died. After
he woke up in tears, he went to the park
and met a new friend there who lighted
up his life.

New Titles: Children’s Books

The sunshine and starlight shine over
small waves as if bringing them a
crown, but when a cloud blots out the
sun, everything glittering is gone. Then
a storm comes, and small waves turn
into big waves. They crash against the
shore, disappear, and become the big
ocean.

我和我家附近的流浪狗

Author: Mei-Shi Hsiao
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
44 pages | 24.5 × 30.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-579-0

Author: Lai Ma
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
44 pages | 26.6 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-573-8

Teeny Wants to Go
Home

The Cow Who Loved
Her Fruit

Marble Pop
Detective

豆丁要回家

愛吃水果的牛

暗號偵探社

Teeny, a harvest mouse, was raised in
a box. A slug said he should live in a
wheat field. Teeny decided to go find it,
but he lost everything after falling into
a pond. Finally, he met a female mouse
and they built their own home in the
wheat field.

One evening a cold wind comes along
and everyone falls sick except the
cow. The cow encourages the farmer
and the neighbors to eat lots of fruits
and drink lots of fruit juices and fruit
milkshakes. Soon, everyone is well
again. Moreover, they have all become
fruit-lovers like the cow.

In order to save his parents’ marriage,
Blue hires Kiki, daughter of the marblepop shop, to be his detective. Kiki’s
theory is that everyone holds “love
signals” but fails to recognize them.
Determined to understand his parents’
“love signals,” Blue begins his journey
and enters his parents’ surprising
college memories.

Author: Lili Huang
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
48 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-536-3
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The Stray Dogs
Around My House
and Me
The author leads us to see and think
about a common phenomenon
nowadays - what kind of effects will be
caused by the “stray dogs”. The author
has successfully aroused the reading
interest of young readers because the
theme of the story is so familiar to kids.

Author: Tom Liu
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
36 pages | 21 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-480-9

Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Hsin Yi Publications
48 pages | 28.5 × 20.4 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-554-7

Author: Ching-Ting Kuo
Illustrator: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
288 pages | 17 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-961-425-2

Those Years

I Wanna Be a Writer

那年我們

我想當作家

A novel about the school life of a
group of junior high school students.
The diversifying themes include selfexploring, philosophy of relationships,
getting along with your friends of both
genders, career planning, and many
more. Every young person can find
himself in it, and truly learn from it.

Are you having problems writing a
composition? The protagonist wants
to be a writer in the future. She shows
amazing observation by putting all her
friends and family into the story she
wrote. The stories are not only funny
but heart-warming. She also shares her
secret writing techniques with you.

Author: Wen-Hua Wang
Illustrator: Xuan-Yu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
176 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-564-144-3

Author: Pei-Ci Chen
Illustrator: Hong-Yu Chen
Publisher: Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
176 pages | 17 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-953-355-3

Dandan & Leaf

Don't Cry

The Giant Is Coming

小山羌與小樹葉

說好不要哭

嘰哩咕嚕碰

This book is based on the specific
island terrain and endemic species of
Taiwan, narrating the story of growth
and loss.

Based on the story of the White Terror
victim Qin-Sheng Chen, this picture
book makes children understand the
process of Taiwan’s democracy through
a warm and friendly fairy tale.

This is a magical and humorous giant
story talking about the big issue of air
pollution.

Author: Yi-Zhen Wu
Illustrator: Bi-Hui Xie
Publisher: Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
48 pages | 20 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-294-199-7

一起去動物園
Siblings are our cherished childhood
companions! This illustrated book
describes the love and care between
siblings, as well as the loneliness and
separation. With a sister’s hope of
going to the zoo with her brother in the
future, various animals appear in her
younger brother’s ward to accompany
him and cheer him up.

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

Author: Tze-Wei Yang
Publisher: Self-Published
48 pages | 22.6 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-435-136-7

Go to the Zoo
Together

Author: Bernie Lin
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co.,
Ltd
32 pages | 22 × 29 cm
ISBN: 978-957-328-318-8

Author: Yi-Chin Huang
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-907-701-9
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I'm Brave

A Small Oriole

我要勇敢

小朱鸝

In order to understand children’s
physical and mental health needs, this
story accompanies children through
the setbacks and frustrations, and
gives them the courage and confidence
needed in life.

The story is set in Hualian, a city
located in eastern Taiwan. The author
uses “woodcut printing” to create the
book. The book incorporates elements
of philosophy and Zen. When we finish
the book, not only do we know more
about Hualian, we also go through a
journey of self-discovery.

阿亞的奇幻歷險

Author: Jian-Xin Zhou
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
56 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-776-8

Author: Chyng-Feng Sun
Illustrator: Chin-Sien Chen
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
40 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-951-778-2

I Am Cat + I Love
Cat

Pace Loves to Jump
+ Pace and Froggie

貓畫貓話 套書

步步蛙很愛跳 + 步步和小蛙

Riding a
Brontosaurus to
School

These two books combine paintings
and poems all about cats. Michael Leu
unique cat paintings are internationally
renowned. It is loved by collectors from
US and Japan. Pei-Yun Yu is a wellknown children's literature researcher
in Taiwan. In these two books, she
creates particular and cute poems for
each painting.

Pace forgets how to swim after he
turns from a tadpole into a frog. One
day, a bird tells Pace that there is a big
city at the lower end of the river. Pace
and Froggie decide to go there. What
should Pace do since he can’t swim?

New Titles: Children’s Books

Author: Juei-Chih Tsao
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-947-202-9
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Author: Pei-Yun Yu
Illustrator: Michael Leu
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
40 pages | 21 × 29 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-747-9

Author: Bei-Lynn
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
116 pages | 21 × 26 / 12.5 × 15.7 cm
ISBN: 866-710-650-570-3

A Dinnertime
Adventure
Aya sees a mysterious lake. She kicks
a ball, but the ball becomes a bird to
take her to the lake. When she jumps
into the lake, she sees water snakes.
She escapes and makes a car to travel.
But she strays into the giant's dining
table….

騎著恐龍去上學
Little Brontosaurus picks the children
up for school and then takes them home
after school. It is always there for the
children. But little Brontosaurus is
way too big, it can’t help bumping into
antennas, footbridges and lampposts.
As a result, the school has received
many traffic tickets….
Author: Julia Liu
Illustrator: Bei-Lynn
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
36 pages | 24.3 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-370-9

A Day in the Life of
a Lighthouse

A Deer of Nine
Colors

The Wild Bird
Restaurant

燈塔的一天

九色鹿

野鳥食堂

This is a wordless story. The author
expresses his long-term observation
of the Keelung Harbor through the
daily comings and goings around a
lighthouse. These extraordinary scenes
are vividly presented on double spreads,
telling and recording life and scenes
that can only be found at a seaport.

A Deer of Nine Colors is a classic
Buddhist tale. A spiritual nine-colored
deer saves a man but the man reveals
the deer’s whereabouts to the queen
who wants to make a dress out of the
spiritual deer’s skin. Will the man be
punished? What will happen to the
queen?

There’s delicious food at the Wild Bird
Restaurant on a high mountain. In this
barren environment, what is plentiful
food for wild birds?

Author: Chuan-Zong Lin
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
44 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-934-386-2

Author: Cookie Lin
Illustrator: Chien-Hung Liao
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
48 pages | 21 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-372-3

Grandma Ibu's
Magic Seeds

To Read or Not To
Read, That Is My
Question

Under the Same
Moon

不愛讀書不是你的錯

Our hearts are bathed in the same
moonlight, full of the same yearning.
Han-han waits by the window, as if he's
waiting for someone to come. He is
waiting for his father, who hasn't come
back in so long….

The event that Little Yi-Bu most looked
forward to was visiting grandparents
every summer vacation. Grandma had
grown many types of beans. According
to Grandma, those beans were once the
food of the ancestors. Yi-Bu had taken
some bean seeds with her to the city,
hoping to grow beans like Grandma
did.
Author: Neqou Sokluman
Illustrator: Eval Malinjinnan
Publisher: Children's Publications
Co., Ltd.
36 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-313-3

Less and less people are visiting the
bookstore down the street. Thus begins
a battle of words over reading or not
reading, a debate spanning past and
present. To read or not to read? Indeed,
that is the question.
Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
128 pages | 15 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-878-6

Títulos nuevos: libros infantiles

伊布奶奶的神奇豆子

Author: Po-Le Liu
Publisher: Children's Publications
Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-274-362-1

同一個月亮

Author: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing
Company
32 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-828-1
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New Titles: Comics &
Graphic Novels
This section includes recommended comics and graphic
novels published within the recent 2 years. The variety in
these titles illustrates the creativity of Taiwan for international
readers.

Títulos nuevos: cómics
y novelas gráficas
Esta sección incluye los libros los comics y las novelas
gráficas recomendables y publicados en los últimos 2
años. La variedad de estos títulos les ilustra la creatividad
taiwanesa a los lectores internacionales.
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Ordinary Days in
Taipei

Please Stay with Me

台北小日子

Yu-Li Yuan lacks confidence with her
appearance and has always believed
that guys hang out with her only to
make acquaintance with her pretty
friends. One day, the tall, big and quiet
member of the basketball team, Yueh
Cheng confessed his love to her....

It's about daily life and special
experience in Taipei, including the
opinions from the main character,
whose home town is in southern
Taiwan, Kaohsiung city, which is very
different from the capital Taipei.

在我身邊 好不好

Author: Ebi
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-450-3

Whisper of the
Heart 1

Whisper of the
Heart 2

傾聽我的心 1

傾聽我的心 2

High school freshman Ke-Hsin Han
refused to interact with anyone until
she came across the always goofy
famed figure, Yu-Chen Xia. At first
they had zero connection whatsoever
but surprisingly, Han found out that YuChen Xia is able to hear the voice from
her heart?!

High school freshman Ke-Hsin Han
refused to interact with anyone until
she came across the always goofy
famed figure, Yu-Chen Xia. At first
they had zero connection whatsoever
but surprisingly, Han found out that YuChen Xia is able to hear the voice from
her heart?!

Author: EGG
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-957-516-978-7

Author: EGG
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-252-3

Títulos nuevos: cómics y novelas gráficas

Author: 61Chi
Publisher: Self-Published
32 pages | 18.2 × 25.7 cm
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Whisper of the
Heart 3 End

Sunlight of the Spirit

傾聽我的心 3 完

As a gem hunter, Juby has traveled
all over the world. He came to a
mysterious town, there's a statue
mounted with gemstones; but those
who desire to get the gems will be
cursed. Juby decides to find out what's
going on since he does not believe such
absurdity.

海色北極星

Author: Muyari
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-622-4

Author: Yu-Shi Wu
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-624-8

Panda & Polar Bear
2-Whispers of Love

Black Tea Ko

達克比辦案5： 救救昏倒羊

胖打與北七熊日記2─愛的悄悄
話（中英對照）

There are “Actors” in animal world!
They can play dead pretend to be
injured to hide from the enemy, capture
preys and reproduce. Let's solve
those mysterious cases of actors with
Detective Duckbill!

Panda and Polar Bear is a fuzzy little
comic about this silly bear couple living
in London. Our stories are all inspired
by true events, created by Louise Wei
and Dave Hodgkinson based on their
lives, online since 18 th July 2012.

After getting off work, a boy bought
a teabag and it magically turned into
a little girl whose name is “Black Tea
Ko”. Black Tea Ko taught the boy
serveral knowledge of making tea.
After one night, Black Tea Ko said that
she had turned into Milk Tea Ko ....

Author: Ami Hu
Illustrator: Yung-Chen Peng
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
136 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-939-183-2

Author: Louise Wei / Dave
Hodgkinson
Publisher: Niang (Showwe
Information)
108 pages | 19 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-445-214-9

High school freshman Ke-Hsin Han
refused to interact with anyone until
she came across the always goofy
famed figure, Yu-Chen Xia. At first
they had zero connection whatsoever
but surprisingly, Han found out that YuChen Xia is able to hear the voice from
her heart?!

New Titles: Comics & Graphic Novels

Author: EGG
Publisher: Ever Glory Publishing
192 pages | 11.2 × 17 cm
ISBN: 978-986-474-631-6

The Duckbill Files
5: Save the Fainting
Goats
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曙色來臨之際

Ocean-colored
Polaris
O n e d a y, Z i - X u a n n , w h o h a s
encountered setbacks in her life, came
to the beach and intended to end all the
unpleasantness around her. But in the
meantime, she met a mermaid - XiaoHai, who offered help to her, but later
turned out to be...!?

紅茶子

Author: Tzu-Hsuan Fei
Publisher: Self Published
36 pages | 25.7 × 18.2 cm

The Loli Vampire
Sisters

Bobo the Baby
Penguin

The Time Pawnshop

赤月下的雙子

小企鵝波波

Two sisters bravely live in and go on
adventures in a world of darkness. In
the process they benefit from the help
of many kindhearted people. Gradually,
they immerse themselves in the world
of vampires learning how to be a
vampire and to live like one.

A heart-warming tale in the frozen
world. Bobo the Baby Penguin will let
dreams and pureness ripple through
your heart! A little penguin dreaming
of flying in the sky? This pure-minded
penguin and our photography team will
guide you through a journey into the
secret life of penguins in Antarctica!

Ale is a pawn shop owner, with the
special ability to see things. He uses
this ability to find many suitable
second-hand items for suitable new
owners, passing on the eyes of love and
longing….

Author: Shining Of Dark
Illustrator: Mocha
Publisher: Uei Shiang Co., Ltd.
96 pages | 18.2 × 25.7 cm

Author: Qianchuan
Illustrator: Leaf
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
192 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-108-010-9

Títulos nuevos: cómics y novelas gráficas

Author: Lynol
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
160 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-399-6

時光當舖漫畫版 思念物的歸處3

Men's 3D World Love
Guide

Why Not? 3

Manjusaka 4

有何不可 3

花開千年 4

3次元男子戀愛攻略 01

Jheng-Hsin and Cheng are best friends
who are opposites. Ni-Ni is Cheng’s
beloved younger sister. However, the
great time of the three people together
ceased when Jheng-Hsin left abruptly
in high school. Ten years later, NiNi happened to become Jheng-Hsin’s
neighbor. She found out that there’s a
secret about Jheng-Hsin.

Experiencing several times of
reincarnation, failing to live happily
forever, Yu-Shi decided to abandon her
love for Mo-Xi. However, in order to
remember their love, Mo-Xi waited
in the Underworld, watching Yu-Shi
lived repeatedly. A thousand years has
passed, Mo-Xi is determined to join the
reincarnation to challenge his destiny!

Author: Cory
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
168 pages | 11.4 × 17.6 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-953-1

Author: Selena Lin
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
168 pages | 12.5 × 18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-417-7

The girl Apple who loves smartphone
games creates a club about smartphone
game with her friend. This is a girl
comic about friendship and love.
Author: Ato•Peach
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
168 pages | 12.5 × 18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-699-7
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Baker

Etudes for Papa

Wizard and Brat 1

麵包師之旅

老爸練習曲

天才超人頑皮鬼1

This story has no words, and it needs
none. Long ago, there lived a hardworking baker, who raised a small
fish as a pet. Whenever the fish ate the
baker’s bread, it would transform into a
massive, flying Leviathan that took the
baker on strange journeys across the
world.

Sean Chuang used to wonder what goes
through a father’s mind in the first years
of his child’s life, and then Chuang
found himself raising a child. Chuang
hopes this record of those first years
with his son will be helpful to fathers
or fathers-to-be.

“People nowadays need magic more
than they ever did,” says Richard
Metson. In a future world where
everyone has superpowers, an
experiment in summoning the devil
turns into a fantastical battle that
stretches from a school campus to the
heavens and the underworld.

Author: Wen-Sheng Chen
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
152 pages | 19 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-469-7
New Titles: Comics & Graphic Novels
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Author: Sean Chuang
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
256 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-485-7

Author: Richard Metson
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
204 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-479-6

Digital Publishing

Digital media no doubt vivaciously exists alongside
conventional forms of publishing. The use of digital
technology has advanced Taiwan’s publishing industry into
new areas - an exquisite art book and interactive educational
robot as examples.

Publicaciones Digitales
Los medios digitales coexisten de forma indudable y
magnífica con las formas convencionales de publicación. El
uso de la tecnología digital ha hecho avanzar a la industria
editorial de Taiwán en nuevas áreas como la producción
de los más exquisitos libros de arte y la creación de robots
educativos interactivos.
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Deathigner – A warm story about a little grim reaper luckily
having great talent for fashion design.

Make the cold death world full of colors. This is the belief held by artists creating the splendid short animated film –
Deathigner. Along with the popularity of the highly regarded animation, the Deathigner Art Book reveals all the works
and thoughts behind the film, sketches and storyboards included.

Digital Publishing
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TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

AMPUS Technology Co., Ltd. (www.ampus.com.tw) provides design and production service to the customer who adopts electronic device as a tool in reviving printed
contents to cope with the tech-savvy trend. AMPUS supplies quality of optical identification devices, i.e., coding education robot and reading pens/talking pens. AMPUS
Tech has an experienced senior team in developing related products more than decades and manufacturing in Taiwan.
CEOID (Coding Education Optical Identification Device) robot is designed for content
publishers who are interested in bringing Computational Thinking (CT) into products. With
two OID modules, players could not only give
robot command cards step by step or in sequence as coding to program, but also content
cards to gaming or learning.
Computational Thinking (CT) is one of the essentials for all to solve problems in
today of the cyber world. It is not discipline but a process or thinking which apply to
all disciplines. This robot is developed both plugged and unplugged activities of play
Publicaciones Digitales

& learn by command cards input and plugged activities wherein to work with the app
through smartphone/tablet or laptop.
AMPUS Technology collaborated
with the publisher and educator to
come up with various contents or curriculums, starting with Kindergarten
players. This book as an example that
gives players concept of environmental protection as the theme of outer
space adventures via tasks at 3 level of difficulty with the computational thinking process.
Users of products shall benefit from computational thinking exercise to build the
capability to tackle many problems in daily life. Publishers could revive contents to
deal with new demand in digital computation world. Educators would have an additional tool to generate more lively and creative atmosphere in the classroom.
More Info please contact service@ampus.com.tw

Copyright © 2018 AMPUS Technology
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Award-winning Books

See the literary masterpieces of Taiwan! This section features
Taiwan’s prize-winning children’s and comic books, including
winners of the iconic Golden Tripod Award and shortlisted
titles of the Golden Comic Award in 2017 and 2018.

Libros galardonados

¡Conozca las obras magistrales de Taiwán! Esta sección
presenta libros y cómics taiwaneses que han recibido algún
premio, incluyendo los ganadores de los emblemáticos
premios literarios Golden Tripod Award y Golden Comic
Award de 2017 y 2018.
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Guardian of the
Underworld

A Tooth Fallen from
the Universe

無常鬼

宇宙掉了一顆牙

Based on folklores originating from
Taiwan’s diverse ethnicities and
cultures, this book reinterprets wellknown stories and pieces them into a
mosaic of strange creatures and even
stranger tales.

One spring night in 1986, under the
dark blue sky dome a child saw the
Harley comet and held a wish to see
it again. Now the wish grew to be a
beautiful blue book. This is a long
appointment between men and the
comet, which gathered all the precious
memories.

Author: Nofi
Publisher: Animen Digital
Technology Co., Ltd.
206 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-939-567-0

大城小事 3
In the vibrant city, everyone has his/
her own story. These love stories that
occur in the city may be the common
experiences of life. This book about
love, family, and friendship will lead
the readers to explore the most sincere
feelings deep inside your heart.
Author: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
192 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-605-0

Libros galardonados

Big City Little
Things 3

Author: I-Chen Kuo
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Art & Collection Group
48 pages | 23 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-922-595-3

Swordsman Cat 2/3
貓劍客 卷二。常羲、貓劍客 卷
三。古蜀帝國
Four hundred legendary monsters from
ancient times still roam the world today,
sealed in jewels inside the Demon
Tower. An accident sets them free, and
they spring out into the human world to
create chaos.
Author: Yu-Tung Yeh
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
192 / 178 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-946-4 / 978-957137-101-6
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What Is Love?
什麼叫做 愛
Byebyechuchu turns himself into
preacher for love, citing the most
classic quotations about relationship
to enlighten all the worldly people
trapped in love as to how to break free,
and taking an approach to viewing love
from a humorous perspective.
Author: Byebyechuchu
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
176 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-712-5

Award-winning Books

Alien Stickers
異形貼紙
A meteorite exploded. Tu-ta got the
Alien Sticker power then became a
huge alien Blazing Star Dragon! After
reverting back to regular form, Tuta saw some news about burglary and
noticed the suspect was an alien. In
order to protect everyone, Tu-ta became
the Blazing Star Dragon again to fight
the aliens.
Author: Hsein-Tsung Chou
Publisher: Ching Win Publishing
Group
160 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 471-801-601-394-0
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Laimo: The King of
Nothing 5 th
Anniversary

Meerkat Ojisan's
Office Battle

來貘新定義
Laimo: The King of Nothing 5th
Anniversary, created by one of the most
successful Taiwanese comics creator
and artist Cherng, is not just any comic
book. It also tells the stories behind all
the works of Cherng that one may want
to know!

Meerkat Ojisan is a comic caring
about otaku, which was serialized on
the internet at first. The topic focuses
on how a group of salarymen getting
promotion via devious ways. The
characters in the comic are just like
us in reality, full of conflicts between
outside and inside of mind.

Author: Cherng
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
400 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-137-009-5

Author: Li-Jan Chang
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
168 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-136-713-2

Loser Girl's
Unbelievable God
Mask Adventure

Gregor Johann
Mendel

魯蛇少女的不思議神顏大冒險 第
1、2集

The books of this series are double
covers. From the left side, there is a
story of the scientist comics, and the
other side is for knowledge. It’s the best
science bridge books for children. They
will learn not only the scientists lives
but also the achievements.

Fei-na Li is just an 18-year-old girl who
found a strange bunny mask in the attic,
which she can’t decide if it’s worth any
money, so she decides to sell it on the
internet. Thus begins the incredibly
fantastic adventure of human future.
Author: Hsein-Tsung Chou
Publisher: Ching Win Publishing
Group
160 / 164 pages | 12.8 × 18.3 cm
ISBN: 471-801-602-877-7 / 471-801602-542-4

低調赤裸！狐 大叔之職場亂鬥

超科少年5：孟德爾

Author: Science Comic Editors
Illustrator: iimAn & PONJEA
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
192 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-942-155-3

The Little Drifter
流浪小孩
Crystal Kung looks at all the cities and
places she has visited from a young
person’s perspective, where foreigners
come and go (or revisit years later)
for different reasons. The child that
repeatedly appears in the six stories
reminds those who left off everything
they once owned, yet never lost.

The Duckbill Files
4: In Search of the
Noise Maker

Small Town, Southern
Time: Zuoying &
Český Krumlov

達克比辦案4：尋找海洋怪聲

南方小鎮時光：左營•庫倫洛夫

Detective Duckbill comes to solve
mysterious cases again! This time he is
after animal suspects that make noises
to catch their preys, such as using
echolocation. Let's follow detective
Duckbill and see who we will find!

Born in southern Taiwan, 61Chi
gradually lost her precious childhood
memories after she moved to Taipei
at 18 to study and work. Ten years
later, when residing in the small town
of Český Krumlov in southern Czech
Republic, she found them back, piece
by piece, moment by moment.

Author: Crystal Kung
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
172 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-459-8

Author: Ami Hu
Illustrator: Yung-Chen Peng
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
132 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-926-144-9

Maria SkłodowskaCurie

When We Are All
Together

Close Your Eyes
Before It's Dark

超科少年6：居禮夫人

當我們同在一起

天黑請閉眼

The books of this series are double
covers. From the left side, there is a
story of the scientist comics, and the
other side is for knowledge. It’s the
best science bridge books for children.
They will learn not only the scientists
lives but also the knowledge of their
achievements.

Black Humor! Funny! Sexy! 300
comics about gay life.

Without the beginning, the mayhem in
the present day wouldn’t exist. A tenyear-old practical joke inadvertently
kicks off an unfinished killing game
that is only just starting 10 years
later….

Libros galardonados

Author: Science Comic Editors
Illustrator: iimAn & PONJEA
Publisher: CommonWealth
Education Media and Publishing
Co., Ltd.
200 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-942-156-0

Author: Sunny Face
Publisher: Danshiseihonsho Co.,
Ltd.
164 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-945-461-2

Author: 61Chi
Publisher: dala Publishing Company
156 pages | 25 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-466-6

Author: Ejan
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
250 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-180-4
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Mysterious Record
of the Tang Dynasty
Vol. 1
大唐玄筆錄 第一集
Strange creatures leap out of ink and
paper and roam the earth at night. But
no worries! Leave the wicked and
wretched monsters to the dynamic
duo of master painter Wu Daozi and
Buddhist monk Jianzhen.
Author: Lian Ren
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
184 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-163-7

Award-winning Books

1661 KOXINGA Z
1661國姓來襲
By the late seventeenth century, the
East India Company has reached a
monopolizing hand around half the
globe, and left bloody fingerprints
wherever it met resistance. Yet in 1661,
a force came south to the Taiwan island
that faced the Dutch imperialists, and
drove them away forever.
Author: Lung-Chieh Li
Publisher: Gaea Books, Co., Ltd.
304 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-281-7
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The Actor Vol. 1
魔幻時刻－THE ACTOR 第一集
The trials and tribulations of the
students at the performance school— Q
place.
The story is based on the true
experiences of young actors.
Author: HOM
Publisher: Dyna Books, Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-177-4

Magical Voyages
Beneath the Stars:
Lizard Girl & Alpaca
Boy
星空下的奇幻旅程：蜥蜴女孩 &
羊駝男孩
A forest in great danger brought Lizard
girl and Alpaca boy together. Though
coming from different worlds, they
broke all barriers and developed a deep
friendship and universal love.
Author: Man-Chiu Lin
Illustrator: Ming-Hung Hsu
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
280 pages | 14.8 × 20.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-320-972-0

The Apocalypse of
Darkness Warfare
冥戰錄 ∼天妃現世∼上卷
The Apocalypse of Darkness Warfare
used Taiwan's 921 earthquake as the
background. Moreover, the Taiwanese
traditional goddess Mazu also makes an
appearance!
Author: Zong-Cheng Wei
Publisher: Future-Digi Co., Ltd.
168 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: EAN13: 471-256-860-213-3

The Flyaway Tickets
車票去哪裡了？
In order to recover the tickets blown
away by the wind, no matter how many
obstacles he faces, the driver does all he
can to get them back. The ending is not
only unexpected, but heart-warming.
Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Global Views Commonwealth Publishing Group
40 pages | 28.5 × 21.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-479-180-4

Above the Ground,
Under the Ground

The Lord of MasterLi Bai Vol. 4

地面地下：四季昆蟲微觀圖記

大仙術士 李白（4）

數學小偵探3──黑心老闆的詭
計

This picture book illustrates a
rhinoceros beetle's observation of
the ecological world, which includes
hundreds of other creatures and their
life spans. The author urges readers
to think about the correlation between
longevity and the meaning of life.

This story is set in ancient China. Li
Bai is a young man who is talented at
magic and becomes a master at age 15.
Now he’s going to show his outstanding
magic ability to the world. Recipient of
the 6 th and 7 th GCA (Golden Comic
Awards).

Learn math through reading comics!
The evil army headed by Dr. Bad
loves using math to hoodwink others
and commit crimes. What difficult
problems have they conceived this
time to baffle the silly police chief and
knowledgeable Dr. How?

Author: Cheng-Tsung Chiu
Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
50 pages | 21.5 × 29.6 cm
ISBN: 978-986-211-627-2

Author: Ming-Hsuan Yeh
Publisher: Kadokawa Taiwan
Corporation
176 pages | 12.7 × 18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-473-415-3

Author: Xiao-Lan Shi / Jia-Hui Yang
Illustrator: Jun-Liang Liu
Publisher: Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
104 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-151-897-8

Look at You! What a
Mess You Made!

Poems for Words

Ordinary Days in
Taipei

With a unique illustration style and
funny repetitions, this book is a modern
fable that's full of humor and special
meaning which inspires young readers
to think about how to care for the
environment.
Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing Ltd.
40 pages | 21.6 × 27 cm
ISBN: 978-986-573-031-4

Read a poem, and make friends with
words. Every word has a feeling, a
story and lots of imagination….
Author: Shi-Ren Lin
Illustrator: Guan-Qun Guo / Xin-Hua
Wu / Shang-Yu Chang / Hsiao-Chi
Chang
Publisher: Mandarin Daily News
144 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-957-751-800-2

Libros galardonados

你看看你，把這裡弄得這麼亂！

字的小詩（全三冊）：讀一首
詩，交一個朋友

Math Detective 3

台北小日子
It's about daily life and special
experiences in Taipei, including the
opinions from the main character,
whose home town is in southern
Taiwan, Kaohsiung city, which is very
different from the capital Taipei.
Author: 61Chi
Publisher: Self-published
32 pages | 18.2 × 25.7 cm
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Meow! How I Turned
into a Cat Slave

Treasure & Paradise
6

喵的！我就是這樣變貓奴的

樂園的寶藏 6

There is a cat lover inside of every cat
owner! Little Cat Flying, a popular
chart article writer in Taiwan, created
this book from her own experiences
with her cats. Humorous and adorable
illustrations show what it's like to live
with cats, including problems every
new cat owner faces.

Xiaole promised to seek for treasure
in paradise because of her happiness
in childhood. Grandma has made a
testament that anyone who finds the
seven buried treasure can have the
ownership of her paradise. Who will be
the first to find the treasures-Xiaole or
her grandma’s adopted sons?

Author: Little Cat Flying
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
224 pages | 14.5 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-699-7

Author: WE WE
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
192 pages | 11.4 × 17.6 cm
ISBN: 978-957-106-380-5

Pico the Witch 5

Pico the Witch 6

Princess Chef

執業魔女 5

執業魔女 6

A series of extraordinarily bizarre
adventures spiced with the romantic
tug-of-war between an angel and a
witch. The mysterious messenger who
comes visiting, however, sounds off
the horn of judgment and ushers in the
biggest crisis of their career. This book
also includes a special spin-off titled
“Black and White.”

Uncovering lost episodes of the Past.
Pico is not quite herself after a major
setback. Still, a chance encounter
brings her face-to-face with strange
repercussions and new mysteries.

Love and War
戀愛心理攻防戰
Zai-Xi Jian is androphobic. Gu-Yang
Zhou from the class next door is a guy
with a feminine vibe who enjoys using
cute stationery. When Zai-Xi realizes
that Gu-Yang's presence doesn't scare
her off, she decides to ask for his help
for curing her androphobia….
Author: Bai Li Shi
Publisher: Sharp Point Press
168 pages | 12.5 × 18 cm
ISBN: 978-957-107-704-8

Award-winning Books

Author: Zhi-Yi + ZEI
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-470-969-4
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Author: Zhi-Yi + ZEI
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-486-928-2

Vol. 6, 7

馥桂吉祥 第6、7集
With the Mid-Autumn Festival just
around the corner, Gui-er decides to
churn out Four Masters Cakes to make
some quick money; however, it does
not end up quite as expected. Amid
all the emotional upheavals, the bistro
serves up dish after dish of comfort
food for the soul.
Author: Yi Huan
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-482-391-8 / 978-986486-859-9

Sleeping Beauty

The Hidden Level
Vol. 1-3

The Hidden Level
Vol. 4-6

A young mage named Hei Yao detects
something sinister as he passes the
Meng residence one day. To solve
the looming riddle surrounding the
family, Hei Yao teams up with their
devoted butler and embarks on a heroic
adventure to save the cursed beauty.

隱藏關卡THL 1-3 集

隱藏關卡THL 4-6 集

My fam i l y, m y c l a ssm a t e s, a n d
strangers on the road-everything before
my eyes is exactly the same as in the
real world. My name is Lu and I am
trapped in a game called “Real.” I hope
I can get out of this game alive!

Author: Amo
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
192 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-462-895-7

Author: Chang-Sheng
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-109-740-4 / 978-986470-562-7 / 978-986-482-413-7

Xiao Lu and the company launch an
all-out war with opposing players via
the timely assistance of the famed
“very first player” Jian-Shi. At the
final climax of the battle, all who are
involved in the game are thrown into
a nightmare, and the players’ pasts are
catching up with them.

The Monster of
Memory

The Market+ Night
Market

記憶的怪物(1)

菜市夜市套書

One day, Qian Cheng fell from a
platform in an accident that totally
changed his life. He longed to see his
deceased brother, Qian Qing, so Qian
Cheng applied to a special institution
for an intellectual creature, RE614.
This creature looked exactly like Qian
Qing…. The story between Qian Cheng
and RE614 begins.

This book presents a Taiwanese market
with a very long axis of the picture
(the original work is 786 cm), like the
picture books edition of "Along the
River During the Qingming Festival."
Follow the artist to visit the market,
with the experience of the daily life!

夢郎君(全)

Libros galardonados

Author: MAE
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-470-528-3

Author: Zhe-Ming Chang
Publisher: Walker Culture Co., Ltd. /
Pace Books
36 pages | 17 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-943-377-8 / 978-986943-376-1

Author: Chang-Sheng
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 × 18.2 cm
ISBN: 978-986-482-959-0 / 978-986486-486-7 / 978-957-26-0192-1

Do You Hear the
Humpback Whale
Singing?
有誰聽到座頭鯨在唱歌
Professor Wen-Lian Chang from
National Taiwan University has
received three Golden Tripod Awards.
This book is his latest creation on
popular science, and the only marine
education book for teenagers discussing
important issues that can become
teaching materials. The author has
collected information from different
places around the world.
Author: Wen-Lian Chang
Illustrator: Zhao-Lun Cai
Publisher: WordField Publishing Ltd.
176 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-936-933-6
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Kairyu
海龍•改改
Seng is an ordinary teenager. He always
feels bored. One day, he walked into
the fire protection strip, when an iron
sign attracted his attention. It was a
grocery store. He never thought that an
old notebook from this grocery store
would lead him on a treasure hunting
journey.
Author: Kuo-Li Chang
Illustrator: Croter
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency /
Papa Publishing House
256 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-930-078-0

Award-winning Books

The Senior
壞學姊
In order to investigate an unsolved
case from forty years ago, a missing
manuscript and a monster living in
a girl’s heart made her do something
amazing. She is the legendary bad
senior.
Author: Yeou-Yu Chang
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing
Co., Ltd.
256 pages | 20.9 × 14.8 cm
ISBN: 978-957-328-029-3
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Yong-Jiu Grocery
Store Vol. 1: Leave a
Light On
用九柑仔店1：守護暖心的所在
Yong-Jiu is a grocery store in Taiwan's
countryside. The shop name means
people can find 90% of the groceries
they need here, and that all the goods
are durable. “Why don't we make it
100%, Grandpa?” asked young JunLong. “Because everything needs
space,” replied Grandpa.
Author: Guang-Min Ruan
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing
Co., Ltd.
240 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-327-883-2

Yong-Jiu Grocery
Store Vol. 2: Hear
the Sound of
Sprouting
用九柑仔店2：聽見發芽的聲音
Yong-Jiu Grocery Store was about to
close because of Grandpa’s sudden
illness. Jun-long quit his job in the city
and returned to continue the business.
The renewed Yong-Jiu shows the
present life style of the community.
Jun-long hopes there will be more
wonderful things happen here.
Author: Guang-Min Ruan
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing
Co., Ltd.
200 pages | 15 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-327-952-5

Exhibitors
Expositores
Cosmos Culture Ltd.
寂天文化事業股份有限公司
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.
蓋亞文化有限公司
Hsin Yi Foundation Hsin Yi Publications
信誼基金會信誼基金出版社
Linking Publishing Company
聯經出版事業股份有限公司
Locus Publishing Company
大塊文化出版股份有限公司
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
美樂蒂文教科技興業股份有限公司
Uei Shiang Co., Ltd.
威向有限公司
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Cosmos
Culture
Ltd.

寂天文化事業
股份有限公司
Cosmos Culture Ltd.,
established in March 1998, is
composed of intellectuals from
different professions. The staff
is devoted to cultural education
and hopes to make a significant
contribution to the inheritance
and development of world
culture by providing knowledge
and high quality reference
books to our readers.

Exhibitors

Founded in 1998
Annual published titles: 120
Total publications: 793
www.icosmos.com.tw
www.cosmoselt.com
Contact:
Alvita Ko | Online Marketing
Manager
webmarket@icosmos.com.tw
+886-2-2365-9739 ext.17
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English for Tourism
and Restaurants 2
(3 rd Ed.)
English for Tourism and Restaurants
is specially written for those who want
to enter the tourism industry or the
restaurant industry. As an employee,
you should speak and behave in a very
polite way. By studying this book, you
will improve your English for these
professional fields.
Author: Richard Luhrs / Frank Levin
/ Peg Tinsley
200 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-687-8

Easy Ways to Avoid
Errors in English
Don't Say It! 600個你一定會錯的
英文
Easy Ways to Avoid Errors in English
shows you the most common errors
in English and gives you clear
explanations about how to correct them.
It also offers you interesting examples
of how English grammar is used in the
real world. This book is a simple-to-use
and dictionary-like grammar book.
Author: Dennis Le Boeuf / Liming
Jing
520 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-603-8

Let's See Grammar:
Intermediate 1

Let's See Grammar:
Basic 1

Let's See Grammar：中級英文
文法 【Intermediate 1】

Let's See Grammar：初級英文
文法【Basic 1】

1. Seeing 2000+ real photos and
colorful illustrations help learners
gain a broader understanding of key
concepts in grammar.
2. Learning clear explanations and
immediate practices help learners
prepare for various English grammar
exams.
3. Believing perfect grammar and
writing skills encourage learners to
express individual opinions and ideas
confidently.

1. Seeing 2000+ real photos and
colorful illustrations help learners
gain a broader understanding of key
concepts in grammar
2. Learning clear explanations and
immediate practices help learners
prepare for various English grammar
exams.
3. Believing perfect grammar and
writing skills encourage learners to
express individual opinions and ideas
confidently.

Author: Alex Rath Ph.D.
232 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-300-6

Author: Alex Rath Ph.D.
156 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-290-0

Breaking News
English! A Complete
Guide to
Understanding
English News (2 nd
Ed.)
This book is suitable for highintermediate English learners and
students in applied English and
journalism-related departments.
Author: Tim Ferry
208 pages | 21.5 × 28.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-342-6

Success with Reading is a four-volume
series of exercise books designed
to develop reading competence and
improve reading skills. As readers
use this book, they equip themselves
with not only reading capability but
knowledge about a wide variety of
subjects that include arts & literature,
animals, history, science, and sports.
Author: Michelle Witte / Zachary
Fillingham / Gregory John
Bahlmann
224 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-124-8

Success with Reading is a four-volume
series of exercise books designed
to develop reading competence and
improve reading skills. As readers
use this book, they equip themselves
with not only reading capability but
knowledge about a wide variety of
subjects that include arts & literature,
animals, history, science, and sports.
Author: Connie Sliger
312 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-212-2

Business Writing:
Skills, Applications,
and Practices (3 rd Ed.)
Key Terms: useful keywords that are
relevant to the topic.
Discussion & Exercise: questions and
activities allowing readers to reflect on
and practice the language learned.
Authentic Materials: realistic examples
of a variety of business correspondence.
Practical Information: informative and
clear guidance that will help readers
during the writing process.
Author: Michelle Witte
436 pages | 19 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-498-0

Expositores

Success with
Reading 1 (4 th Ed.)

Success with
Reading 4 (3 rd Ed.)

Enjoy Your Stay:
How to Understand
English for the Hotel
English News: A
Comprehensive Guide Industry (2 nd Ed.)
to Reading English
Enjoy Your Stay is a complete course
News
for trainees and employees in the hotel
This book is an essential reference tool for
intermediate to high-intermediate English
learners and students in applied English
and journalism-related departments.
Containing authentic news articles and
carefully written according to several
dependable global sources, this book is
divided into two parts, with 18 chapters in
total.
Author: Brian Foden / Zachary
Fillingham
228 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-696-0

industry, as well as students taking
hospitality courses and general readers
interested in the industry. You will
learn how to deal with guests properly
in various situations, and build your
service skills.
Author: Robert Majure / Jess Martin
184 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-318-349-5
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Gaea
Books
Co., Ltd.
蓋亞文化有限
公司

Gaea Books is a Taiwanese
publisher, a kingdom of
memories and imagination. We
devote ourselves to scouting
gifted authors in Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and Mainland China. In
the meantime, we introduce the
popular works from Europe,
USA, Japan and South Korea to
readers in Taiwan. In 2009, Gaea
Books started a new brand,
Dyna Books, to publish graphic
and comic pieces and to find
a different way to tell stories through graphics.

Exhibitors

Founded in 2001
Annual published titles: 100
Total publications: 1,000
www.facebook.com/
Gaeabooks
Contact:
Alan Lee | Editor in Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext.22
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Kopule's Wings

1661 Koxinga Z

柯普雷的翅膀

1661國姓來襲

In the second half of the 19 th century,
China’s port of Formosa became a hot
spot due to its geopolitical position.
People came to Formosa to adventure,
to visit, to do missionary works, to do
business and to go sightseeing...Thomas
Dickson was one of them.

By the late seventeenth century, the
East India Company had reached a
monopolizing hand around half the
globe. Yet in 1661, a force came south
to the Dutch island colony of Formosa
(the Dutch name for Taiwan), face the
Dutch imperialists, and drove them
away forever.

Author: AKRU
164 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-681-593-5

Author: Lung-Chieh Li
304 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-281-7

The Actor

Demo

魔幻時刻

無名歌

The trials and tribulations of the
students at the performance school—
Q place. The story is based on the true
experiences of the young actors.

Tai-Yang used to be the lead vocalist of
an independent rock band, but now he
is an assistant for b-list TV celebrities.
One day, he hears an angelic voice
singing at a park, and it rekindles in
him the long-lost rock and roll dream.

Author: HOM
176 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-608-177-4

Author: Punk Rockat
184 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-124-7

A Teatime Adventure

Mon mon monster!

The Cat Lady

異人茶跡

怪怪怪怪物

符紙婆婆

The Scotsman John Dodd is optimistic
about the future development of the tea
industry in Taiwan. He sets up a firm in
preparation to grow and export tea.
Facing many difficulties, they manage
to struggle on and make real names for
themselves in the historical Taiwan tea
industry.

A high school student who was began
bullied by his classmates for a long
time, was forced to do community
service along with his bullies. He began
slowly to be accepted into the group
after joining them in their various
misdeeds. One day, they accidentally
catch a little cannibal monster who
became their new victim.

Bring the cat to lead the way with the
little fish. In the alley where time and
space is frozen, the Cat Lady will fulfill
all wishes, but you have to pay the
price.This book is a collection of twelve
stories about family relationships,
friendship, and morality.

Author: Kiya Chang
200 pages | 14.8 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-034-9

Author: Giddens
352 pages | 14.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-336-4

Author: Teensy
304 pages | 14.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-344-9

Legend Has It

貓語人

說妖

A shy cat-language speaking amateur
alchemist, his neurotic girlfriend, and
the smart four-leg army are brought
together to solve supernatural mysteries
in this funny and fast-paced anthology
YA series. Set in Tainan, the blending
of Taiwanese and Japanese culture
provides not only romance but also
exciting adventures.

Mythological creatures and gods once
walked among the people of Taiwan.
But as people stopped believing in
them, they began to disappear slowly.
Now, eight desperate people take part in
a mystical ceremony, in which they can
summon those mythological creatures
that have long been forgotten….

因與聿．案簿錄

Author: Taipei Legend Studio
Illustrator: nofi
248 pages | 14.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-309-8

Author: Hu Xuan
Illustrator: AKRU
272 pages | 13 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-681-556-0

Author: Albert Tam
Illustrator: Evergreen Yeh
288 pages | 14.5 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-319-319-7

Expositores

The Cat Whisperer

The Mystery Files of
Yin and Yu
The Yu Family, which includes police
officer twin brothers and their sibling
Yin, looks quite ordinary. However,
since the day they decided to adopt Yu,
the only survivor of a family murder
case, their seemingly quiet family life
grows unpredictable.
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Hsin Yi
Foundation
Hsin Yi
Publications
信誼基金會
信誼基金出版社
Hsin Yi Publications was
established in 1978. As Taiwan’s
first publisher specializing in
picture books and educational
toys, Hsin Yi gains a great
reputation in early childhood
education. It also holds the
prestigious Hsin Yi Children’s
Literature Award, cultivating
numerous illustrators. Many of
their award-winning books have
also been published in English,
French, and other languages.

Exhibitors

Big Ocean, Small
Waves

The Moon Wants to
Sleep

大海小海浪

月亮想睡覺

The sunshine and starlight shine over
small waves as if bringing them a
crown, but when a cloud blots out the
sun, everything glittering is gone. Then
a storm comes, and small waves turn
into big waves. They crash against the
shore, disappear, and become the big
ocean.

After the sunset, the moon rises and
lights up the stars. As a guardian of
the earth, he gradually feels tired. He
wants to sleep with bears, flowers, and
children, but he is too bright. Finally he
sinks into the horizon, being covered
with mountains and oceans as his
blanket.

Author: Mei-Shi Hsiao
44 pages | 24.5 x 30.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-579-0

Author: Su-Chen Lin
40 pages | 16.5 x 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-577-6

Who’s the Best?

Growing with the
Wind: The Story of
Onions

誰最棒?
Founded in 1978
Annual published titles: 20
Total publications: 750
www.hsin-yi.org.tw
Contact:
Arni Liu | Deputy Editor in
Chief
arni@hsin-yi.org.tw
+886-2-2396-5305 ext.2282
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Little Red and Little Orange both want
to be the best kid in the world. These
twin sisters compete with each other
but they are always equally good. Their
family members share experiences with
them, saying that being good is good
enough even if one is not the best.
Author: Hsuan-Chieh Cheng
40 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-578-3

愛吹風的洋蔥
Onions were brought to Taiwan in the
20 th century. From October to April,
the sufficient sunshine and strong dry
wind in the Hengchun Peninsula in
s o u t h e r n Ta i w a n p r o v i d e g o o d
growing conditions. After overcoming
threats from weeds and pests, the
onions become well-rounded and
packed with rich flavor and nutrients.
Author: Yi-Chia Ho
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
40 pages | 18 x 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-581-3

The Snow Deer

Puppy and I

雪鹿

小白

In the forest, animals find that the trees
are being cut down. When loggers get
closer, all animals run away. Snow Deer
transforms itself into a tree to protect
a yearling unable to run far. The tree
gets chopped down, and the yearling is
left alone. Until spring comes, the tree
sprouts again.

An old man dreamed about his
childhood, in which he was having
a good time with his puppy until the
puppy was hit by a truck and died. After
he woke up in tears, he went to the park
and met a new friend who lighted up
his life.

小魚散步

Author: Che-Ming Chang
36 pages | 19.8 x 28.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-512-7

Author: Nai-Wen Kuo
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
48 pages | 28.5 x 20.4 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-554-7

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
32 pages | 20 x 24 cm
ISBN: 986-161-020-0

Whose Stop is This?

The Box

To Be Fish

誰的家到了？

盒子

假裝是魚

A snake, a rabbit and a bear took a
bus to go home. These passengers
got off the bus one by one when they
reached their own homes. Later the bus
continued the trip alone and then got
home at sunset.

There is a man who always has strange
encounters in daily life. People are
either too distant or too clingy towards
him. Finally a woman becomes his best
companion, but somehow they stray
from each other. Now he is determined
to find her.

A little girl and a dog met a baby
whale. The baby whale was looking for
his mommy. When the mommy came
to pick up the baby whale, she invited
them to her home. "But, how do we go
underwater?" the little girl asked. "Just
pretend you are a fish!"

Author: Rao Fu
60 pages | 15.8 x 18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-558-5

Author: Bei Lynn
36 pages | 26 x 24.2 cm
ISBN: 957-642-538-7

2003 Publishers Weekly Best Illustrated
Book. One Day, Shau-Yu went out to
buy eggs for her father. On her way, she
saw some funny things. Through her
eyes, we can see different aspects of
this world.

Expositores

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
28 pages | 12.8 x 17.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-161-460-1

On My Way to Buy
Eggs
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Linking
Publishing
Company
聯經出版事業
公司

Founded in 1974, Linking
Publishing Company is a
comprehensive publisher. Over
the past four decades, Linking’s
backlist includes thousands of
titles that range from humanities
and social sciences to literature,
business and management
and self-help books. Linking
manages two bookstores
located in Taipei and Taichung,
as well as an internet bookstore.

Exhibitors

Founded in 1974
Annual published titles: 200
Total publications: 4,000
www.linkingbooks.com.tw
Contact:
Shang-Yuan Lee | Rights
Manager
linkingrights@udngroup.com
+886-2-8787-6242 ext.205
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Cultural Landscapes
of Taiwan by 12
Illustrators
12個插畫家的台灣風情地圖
This picture book is a cooperation
of 12 illustrators. With it, you can
know the festivals, landmarks,
museums, specialties, products, ethnic
distributions and ecology of different
parts of Taiwan.
Author: Yi-Ting Wu et al.
52 pages | 28 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-831-1

Maps of Taiwan
台灣地圖
It took Chen two years to complete this
picture book. In a way similar to Maps
by Aleksandra Mizielińska and Daniel
Mizieliński, Maps of Taiwan show
the readers everything about Taiwan
through 19 stunningly beautiful and
detailed maps.
Author: Yu-Ling Chen
44 pages | 25 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-874-8

Maps of Taiwan:
Sticker Book

Good Mother Stamp

台灣地圖貼紙書

If Peanut behaves well, he’ll get a
“Good Boy” stamp. Peanut doesn’t
want to put the toys away today, so
his mother says she’ll give him a
“Bad Boy” stamp. Peanut doesn’t like
this idea at all. “I’ll give you a ‘Bad
Mother’ stamp in return,” he thinks.

The best-selling Maps of Taiwan now
has a companion—a sticker book! With
more than 150 stickers, you can create
your own maps of Taiwan.
Author: Yu-Ling Chen
7 pages | 25 × 28 cm
ISBN: 471-113-238-791-9

好媽媽印章

Author: Ying-Fan Chen
40 pages | 21 × 25 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-105-2

My Grandpa Loved
to Buy Fish

Niu's Family

我的阿公愛買魚

Niu’s father and mother are not only the
most important people to Niu and her
sister, but also their idols. Her mother
is good at hunting, while her father is
good at housekeeping. The roles that
her parents play are different from the
stereotyped gender roles.

是誰躲在草叢裡

My grandpa loved to take me to the fish
market, but when I asked him which
kind of fish was his favorite, he just
said “whichever you like.” After I grow
up, I wear his yellow fisherman's hat
and take my child to the fish market.
Author: Miao-Ying Yang
40 pages | 20 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-118-2

Author: Yi-Ting Lee / Li Lin
40 pages | 26.5 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-957-084-957-8

Author: Chieh-Wen Cheng
40 pages | 25.5 × 27 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-062-8

Looking into
Longshan Temple

The Ultimate
Guide to Chinese
Vocabulary and
TOCFL (Band B
Level 4)

The Ultimate
Guide to Chinese
Vocabulary & TOCFL
(Band B Level 3)

Looking into Longshan Temple is a
picture book which displays the Temple
from various perspectives. Through
the book, not only can the reader be
overwhelmed by the sublimity and
beauty of the Temple, but also see the
trace of time and the piety of people.
Author: Yu-Jung Hsu
40 pages | 29.7 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-063-5

華語文能力測驗關鍵詞彙：
高階篇
Great Supplement to enlarge your
word bank! Best self-study material
for Chinese vocabulary and TOCFL!
Comparison and Contrast of key
vocabulary items!
Author: Chang-Ying Wu / Mei-Hung
Chou / Shu-Yi Sun / Ching-Hua
Chen
376 pages | 26 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-032-1

Who is Hidden in the Woods is a picture
book in which you can explore and
learn about the woods of Taiwan. The
main character is a shy Formosan black
bear. Through this character, children
can learn how to be confident.

Expositores

看見龍山寺

阿妞一家

Who Is Hidden in the
Woods

華語文能力測驗關鍵詞彙：
進階篇
Great Supplement to enlarge your
word bank! Best self-study material
for Chinese vocabulary and TOCFL!
Comparison and Contrast of key
vocabulary items!
Author: Chang-Ying Wu / Mei-Hung
Chou / Shu-Yi Sun / Ching-Hua
Chen
480 pages | 26 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-957-085-033-8
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Locus
Publishing
Company
大塊文化出版
股份有限公司

A Taiwanese publisher which
is focused on business, true
stories (including memoirs,
biographies, and travelogues),
self-help, illustrated books,
fiction, young adult, history,
philosophy, health, as well as
daily inspirations and light
literature designed for female
readers.

Exhibitors
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No. 39 Animal
Surgery
動物醫院39號
No. 39 Animal Surgery depicts a real
place through semi-fictitious accounts.
The vet is based on a true person, but
the animals are personifications. With
her astonishingly artistic and unique
expressions of drawing, the author tells
these mini stories about animals and
human beings with passion for animals.
Author: Chin-Lun Lee
96 pages | 14.5 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-797-527-0

To Read or Not To
Read, That Is My
Question
不愛讀書不是你的錯
Less and less people are visiting the
bookstore down the street. Thus begins
a battle of words over reading or not
reading, a debate spanning past and
present. To read or not to read? Indeed,
that is the question.
Author: Jimmy Liao
128 pages | 15 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-878-6

Under the Same
Moon

Etudes for Papa

同一個月亮

老爸練習曲

Founded in 1996
Annual published titles: 60 71
Total publications: over 1,000
www.locuspublishing.com

Our hearts are bathed in the same
moonlight, and full of the same
yearning. Han-han waits by the
window, as if he's waiting for someone
to come. He is waiting for his father,
who hasn't come back in so long….

Sean Chuang used to wonder about
what goes through a father’s mind in
the first years of his child’s life, then he
found himself raising a child. Chuang
hopes this record of those first years
with his son will be helpful to fathers
or fathers-to-be.

Contact:
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext.35

Author: Jimmy Liao
32 pages | 21 × 28 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-828-1

Author: Sean Chuang
256 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-485-7

The Little Drifter

Baker

Going Home

流浪小孩

麵包師之旅

回家

Crystal Kung looks at all the cities and
places she has visited from a young
person’s perspective, where foreigners
come and go (or revisit years later)
for different reasons. The child that
repeatedly appears in the six stories
seems to remind those who left off all
the things they once owned, yet never
lost.

This story has no words, and it needs
none. Long ago, there lived a hardworking baker, who raised a small fish
as a pet. Every time the fish ate the
baker’s bread, however, it transformed
into a massive, flying Leviathan that
took the baker on strange journeys
across the world.

Yu Teng paints a finely detailed portrait
of the Taipei she grew up in through a
journey back home, starring a man and
a dog. Whether you're from Taipei or
elsewhere, the people, trees, cars, and
rivers that you see can remind you of
your own way home.

Author: Crystal Kung
172 pages | 17 × 23 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-459-8

不安分的石頭（精裝）

Legends of
Assassins
（2017 new edition）

Author: Yu Teng
40 pages | 19 × 13 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-715-4

Expositores

The Disobedient
Stone

Author: Wen-Sheng Chen
152 pages | 19 × 20 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-469-7

The Illustrated
Classic of
Mountains and Seas

To make sure that everything in Gagabe
Forest stays the same, a neighborhood
watch called Team Six patrols the
entire forest every day. One day, a
stone appears in the forest. Sometimes
it glows, sometimes it makes strange
sounds. Team Six is stumped. How
could they restore the forest back to
how it was previously?

刺客列傳（精裝紀念版）

山海經

This book is based on The Chronicles
of the Historian from the Han dynasty
scholar Sima Qian. It includes the
legends of the five assassins during
the Spring and Autumn Periods. Chen
Uen used traditional Chinese brushes
to illustrate each page on calligraphy
paper.

Author: Ahn Zhe
52 pages | 25 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-572-3

Author: Chen Uen
192 pages | 18 × 26 cm
ISBN: 978-986-663-467-3

The Classic of Mountains and
Seas was China's first account of
human geography, as well as a rich
compendium of ancient mythology.
This book includes images from a
Qing dynasty illustration preserved
in the National Central Library. Each
illustration is accompanied by the
relevant original text and a modern
description.
Author: National Central Library
(Collection) / Fongmao Lee (Revise)
/ Ching-Yao Ho (Introduction)
Illustrator: Kuan-Te Wu
320 pages | 17 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-213-817-5
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Melody
Publishing
Co., Ltd.
美樂蒂文教
科技興業
股份有限公司

Melody Publishing was created
with a vision to provide
children with the best Englishlearning atmosphere possible.
We believe education is not
only a business but also the
key to every child’s future. It
is our understanding of this
principle and our keen sense
of the market that has given us
success.

Exhibitors

Founded in 1993
Annual published titles: 1,000
www.melody.com.tw
Contact:
Cindy Lee | General Manager
cindy2@melody.com.tw
+886-7-3227-493 ext.37
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Big Jump 1

Big Jump 4

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 1.

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 4.

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
54 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-000-8

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
67 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-038-1

Big Jump 6

Big Jump 8

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 6.

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 8.

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
67 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-062-6

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
69 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-086-2

Big Jump 10

Big Jump 12

Story Land--The
Magic Garden

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 10.

Big Jump is a 12-level series designed
to give elementary students a jumpstart
on English. It uses exciting passages,
realistic dialogues, meaningful
exercises, lively songs, and goaloriented evaluation to teach the four
language skills of listening, speaking,
reading, and writing. This is Big Jump
Student Book 12.

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
86 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-110-4

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
87 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 978-168-049-134-0

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-780-162-3

Story Land--Super
Dog

Story Land--The
Insect Team

Story Land--A Loving
Family

Story Land is a unique series of
storybooks for young learners. It
comes with a full array of teaching and
learning resources. Each book presents
new words and sentence patterns in a
captivating story that makes this new
content meaningful and memorable.
This title is Super Dog.

Story Land is a unique series of
storybooks for young learners. It
comes with a full array of teaching and
learning resources. Each book presents
new words and sentence patterns in a
captivating story that makes this new
content meaningful and memorable.
This title is The Insect Team.

Story Land is a unique series of
storybooks for young learners. It
comes with a full array of teaching and
learning resources. Each book presents
new words and sentence patterns in a
captivating story that makes this new
content meaningful and memorable.
This title is A Loving Family.

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN:978-986-780-180-7

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-780-182-1

Author: Melody Publishing Editing
Team
Illustrator: Book editing team at
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.
40 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 978-986-780-164-7

Story Land is a unique series of
storybooks for young learners. It
comes with a full array of teaching and
learning resources. Each book presents
new words and sentence patterns in a
captivating story that makes this new
content meaningful and memorable.
This title is The Magic Garden.

Expositores
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Uei
Shiang
Co., Ltd.
威向有限公司

Specializes in boys’ love stories,
romantic fiction, and youth
literature publications. Some of
our popular novels have been
adapted for TV shows, movies,
and web dramas. We have also
sold our copyrights to China,
Hong Kong, Japan, Thailand,
Malaysia, Vietnam, and Poland.
This year, we have cooperated
with a Korean company to
establish an online reading
platform called Myrics.

Exhibitors

Founded in 2002
Annual published titles: 108
Total publications: 3,000
www.uei-shiang.com/Net/Buy
myrics.com
Contact:
Shin Su | Special Assistant to
President Bookman Books &
B. K. Norton
Sushin@bookman.com.tw
+886-2-2368-4938 ext.170
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Deathigner

Black Tea Ko

死神訓練班 Deathigner
美術設定集 Art Book

紅茶子

A warm story about a little grim reaper
who is lucky having great talent for
fashion design.
Author: Tzu-Hsuan Fei / Kuan-Tien
Chen / Ke-Ching Chang / Ya-Chu
Hsu / Li-Ying Fu
32 pages | 21 × 29.7 cm

After getting off work, a boy bought a
teabag and it magically turned into a
little girl whose name is Black Tea Ko.
Black Tea Ko taught the boy several
things about making tea. After a night,
Black Tea Ko said that she had turned
into "Milk Tea Ko"....
Author: Tzu-Hsuan Fei
36 pages | 17.6 × 25 cm

Heroic 001: The
Road to Heroes

A Young Girl from
Xingang

英雄小將001：英雄之路

新港少女李樂

Two primary school students, Bunny
and A Fei, were sent back to 1670 by
a stranger who claimed to be "time."
They faced the conflict between
the Zheng army and the Taiwanese
aborigines. They already know how
the conflict ended, but can they change
history?

In the mid-nineteenth century, after
Taiwan opened the port, foreigners
were able to transact and preach.
The Qing Empire built a province in
Taiwan and invaded the mountains.
The encounters and conflicts between
Chinese and Qing magistrate, foreign
preachers and other groups of people
are on the verge of exploding.

Author: Cat-lock
Illustrator: Hao-Ji Si
200 pages | 17 × 11.5 cm
ISBN: 978-986-049-704-5

Author: Ching-Yuan Chen / JianHua Zeng (Storyboard) / Mo-Nong
Dong (Script Writer)
Illustrator: Bi-Fei Mi / Zhao-Bo Jin
Bao
208 pages | 12.7 × 18 cm
ISBN: 978-986-042-057-9

Fantasy World
奇幻異境
The book is full of gorgeous artworks
and the surreal fantasy. As if walking
into a magical wonderland, readers are
able to explore the mysterious fantasies.
The various styles from delicate
mythical characters to attractive
creatures are all included in the book.
Author: Bo-Weng Zhuang
144 pages | 29.7 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-882-751-6

The Loli Vampire
Sisters

Alice No. 9

赤月下的雙子

Books covered with mud, twisted
space, and a world crawling with
thousands of bookworms... what a
nightmare. All human beings, materials
and living lives will rot. And all of
these were released by Alice.

Two sisters bravely live in and go on
adventures in a world of darkness. In
the process they benefit from the help
of many kindhearted people. Gradually,
they immerse themselves in the world
of vampires and learn how to be a
vampire and live like one.
Author: Shining Of Dark
Illustrator: Mocha
240 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-206-023-2

Feng Yu Jiu Tian

沒有來生

鳳于九天

If, men on earth descended from apes,
there must be men descended from
other species, for example...dinosaur.
All species have a chance to become
human beings.
To meet other human beings descended
from dinosaurs, to have good friends,
to live, to fight, to... have a fantastic
journey.

A college student killed by a car
accident was reborn in another world.
His soul has gone into a prince’s body.
Later he found out that he was under
total control of a handsome Duke.

Author: Chao
Illustrator: Shen Cao
256 pages | 13 × 19 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-823-9

Expositores

No Hereafter

第九號愛麗絲

Author: Feng Nong
Illustrator: Yi Wang
208 pages | 13 × 21 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-100-1

Author: Lana
Illustrator: Mizuyomi
304 pages | 13 × 22 cm
ISBN: 978-986-296-823-9
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Publishers Directory
Catálogo de los publicadores
61Chi
4F., No.3-3, Aly.10, Ln.50, Sec.3, Muxin
Rd., Wenshan Dist., Taipei City 116,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
61chi.weebly.com
Yi-Chi Liu | Author / Artist
moumouyvonne@hotmail.com
+886-910-435-155

安譜國際股份有限公司
Ampus Technology Co.,
Ltd.
9F-6, No. 14, Lane 609, Sec. 5, Chongxin
Rd., Sanchong District, 24159, New Taipei
City, Taiwan
www.ampus.com.tw
Ming-Jen Chiang
mingjen@ampus.com.tw
+886-2-2999-9458 ext.104

愛尼曼數位科技股份有限公司
Animen Digital Technology
Co., Ltd.
9F.-1, No.32, Sec. 1, Chenggong Rd.,
Nangang Dist., Taipei City 115, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
suncomics.animen.com.tw
Chi-Jui Yang | Chief Editor
dg.yang@animen.com.tw
+886-2-2785-3033 ext.603

典藏藝術家庭(股)公司
Art & Collection Group
3F., No.85, Sec.1, Zhongshan N. Rd.,
Taipei City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Publishers Directory

www.artouch.com
Allie Lien | Editor
allie@artouch.com
+886-2-2560-2220 ext.361

書林出版有限公司
Bookman Books Ltd.
3F., No.60, Roosevelt Rd., Sec.4, Taipei
City 113, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.bookman.com.tw
Henry Su | Publishing Manager
henry@bookman.com.tw
+886-2-2368-4938 ext.141
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台灣圖書國際版權資訊平台
Books from Taiwan

Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext.209

文化部文化資產局
Bureau of Cultural
Heritage, Ministry of
Culture
No.362, Sec. 3, Fuxing Rd., South Dist.,
Taichung City 402, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.boch.gov.tw
Yi-Chin Chen | Administrator
ch0257@boch.gov.tw
+886-4-2217-7565

青林國際出版(股)公司
Children's Publications Co.,
Ltd.
7F-1., No.314, Sec.1, Neihu Road, Taipei
City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.012book.com.tw
Corrine Tsai | Foreign Rights
Management
cplemail@ms11.hinet.net
+886-2-8797-2777 ext.811

中華新華書店
China Xinhua Bookstore
Taipei 101-37F., No.7, Sec.5, Xinyi Rd.,
Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
cxwc0801.strikingly.com
Yan-Tyng Ko | Publishing Director
catseyenana@gmail.com
+886-922-796-776

時報文化出版企業股份有限公司
China Times Publishing
Company
No. 240, Sec. 3, Hoping E, Rd., Taipei
City, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.readingtimes.com.tw
Joanne Yang | Director, Rights
Department
joanneyang@readingtimes.com.tw
+886-2-2306-6600 ext.8428

青文出版社股份有限公司
Ching Win Publishing Group
3F., No.36, Sec. 1, Chang-An E.Rd., Taipei
City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.ching-win.com.tw
Jenny Liao | Manager
jenny.liao@ching-win.com.tw
+886-2-2541-4234 ext.583

親子天下股份有限公司
CommonWealth Education
Media and Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
11F., No.96, Sec.1, Jianguo N. Rd.,
Zhongshan Dist., Taipei City 10489,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.parenting.com.tw
Sheryl Ho | Rights Specialist
sherylho@cw.com.tw
+886-2-2509-2800 ext.596

寂天文化事業股份有限公司
Cosmos Culture Ltd.
7F.-3, No.88, Sec.3, Xinsheng S. Rd.,
Da’an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
www.icosmos.com.tw; www.
cosmoselt.com
Alvita Ko | Online Marketing
Manager
webmarket@icosmos.com.tw
+886-2-2365-9739 ext.17

大辣出版股份有限公司
dala Publishing Company
11F., No.25, Sec.4, Nanking East Road,
Taipei City 105, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.locuspublishing.com
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext.35

男子製本所有限公司
Danshiseihonsho Co., Ltd.
Rm. 8, 7F., No.70, Sec. 2, Roosevelt Rd.,
Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City 100, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
Tzu-Chieh Chien | Editor
danshiseihonsho@gmail.com
+886-2-2356-8296

台北市政府觀光傳播局
Department of Information
and Tourism, Taipei City
Government
4F., No.1, Shifu Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei
City 110, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.tpedoit.gov.taipei
Szu-Ying Chiu | Section Assistant
qa-csy@mail.taipei.gov.tw
+886-2-2720-8889 ext.7564

頂晉文創藝術有限公司
Din J. Creative Co., Ltd.
No.208, Dadun 6th St., Nantun Dist.,
Taichung City 408, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.smohouse.com
Yu-Hsuan Huang | Designer
small@smohouse.com
+886-4-2471-2898

原動力文化事業有限公司
Dyna Books Co., Ltd.
1F., No.7, Ln.41, Chifeng St., Datong Dist.,
Taipei City 10353, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.facebook.com/Gaeabooks
Alan Lee | Editor in Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext.22

長鴻出版社股份有限公司
Ever Glory Publishing
No.25, Xinping Rd., Tainan City 70266,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)

陳芳怡繪本
Fang-Yi Rita Chen Picture
Book
No.137, Chongren St., East Dist., Tainan
City 701-51, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.chenrfangyi.com
Chiu-Yao Paul Huang | Issuer
chiuyao.huang@gmail.com
+886-6-269-2964

2F., No.81, Rixin St., Shulin Dist., New
Taipei City 245, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.f-fish.com.tw
Shin Su | Special Assistant to
President
Sushin@bookman.com.tw
+886-2-2368-4938 ext.170

小天下／遠見天下文化出版股
份有限公司
Global Views Commonwealth
Publishing Group
No.1, Ln. 93, Songjiang Rd., Taipei
City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.bookzone.com.tw
Eva Lee | Rights Associate
rights@cwgv.com.tw
+886-2-2517-3688

行政院農業委員會林務局
Forestry Bureau, Council
of Agriculture, Executive
Yuan

金蘋果圖書有限公司
Golden Apple Books
Limited

No.2, Sec. 1, Hangzhou S. Rd.,
Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City 100, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)

5F., No. 17, Ln.168, Xingshan Rd.,
Neihu Dist., Taipei City 11469,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)

www.forest.gov.tw
Weng Chia-Jun | Technical
Specialist
cjweng@forest.gov.tw
+886-2-2351-5441 ext.657

www.facebook.com/SmartAve
Lucy Lin | Product manager
gabooks.marketing@gmail.com
+886-2-5551-7788

Yang Yu-Chang | Associate
Technical Specialist
m2571@forest.gov.tw
+886-2-2351-5441 ext.662

小魯文化事業股份有限公司
Hsiao Lu Publishing Co.,
Ltd.

Wang Shou-Ming | Associate
Technical Specialist
falcon@forest.gov.tw
+886-2-2351-5441 ext.669

www.tienwei.com.tw
Yu-Lan Chen | Chief Editor
yulan@tienwei.com.tw
+886-2-2732-0708 ext.22

未來數位有限公司
Future-Digi Co., Ltd.

信誼基金出版社
Hsin Yi Publications

No.4, Alley42, Ln.425, Huanbei
Rd.,Zhongli City, Taoyuan County 320,
Taiwan(R.O.C)

No.75, Sec.2, Chungching South Rd.,
Taipei City 10075, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

future-digi.com
Chin-Yueh Han | Editor-in-chief
lolis.land@gmail.com
+886-3-4638-787

蓋亞文化有限公司
Gaea Books Co., Ltd.

12F., No.6, AnChu Street, Taipei City
106, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

www.hsin-yi.org.tw
Arni Liu | Deputy Editor in Chief
arni@hsin-yi.org.tw
+886-2-2396-5305 ext.2282

Catálogo de los publicadores

www.egmanga.com.tw
Tzu-Chun Chen | Marcom
Representative
emily531@tns.nani.com.tw
+886-6-265-7951 ext.3705

飛魚創意 有限公司
Flying Fish Creativity
(Taiwan) Co., Ltd.

花蓮縣文化局
Hualien County Cultural
Affairs Bureau

1F., No.7, Ln.41, Chifeng St., Datong Dist.,
Taipei City 10353, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

No.6, Wenfu Rd., Hualien City,
Hualien County 970, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

www.facebook.com/Gaeabooks
Alan Lee | Editor in Chief
alan@gaeabooks.com.tw
+886-2-2558-5438 ext.22

www.hccc.gov.tw
An-Cen Yang | Officer
yang@mail.hccc.gov.tw
+886-3-8227-121 ext.318
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獨立作家（秀威資訊 ）
Independent Author
(Showwe Information)
1F., No. 65, Ln.76, Ruiguang Rd., Neihu
Dist., Taipei City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

小光點
Light Press

美樂蒂文教科技興業股份有限公司
Melody Publishing Co., Ltd.

10F., No.141, Sec.2, Minsheng E Rd., Taipei
City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

6F., No.16, Beiping 2nd St., Sanmin
District, Kaohsiung City 80743, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)

showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

www.spp.com.tw
Carol Huang | International Business
Dept. Supervisor
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600 ext.1023

台灣角川股份有限公司
Kadokawa Taiwan
Corporation

聯經出版事業股份有限公司
Linking Publishing Company

5F., No.44, Ln. 11, Guangfu N. Rd.,
Songshan Dist., Taipei City 105, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
www.kadokawa.com.tw
Pei-Chun Huang | Director
huang.adou@kadokawa.com.tw

康軒文教事業股份有限公司
Kang Hsuan Educational
Publishing Group
No.11, Ln. 218, Sec. 2, Zhongxing Rd.,
Xindian Dist., New Taipei City 23146,
Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.knsh.com.tw
Wen-Chuan Cheng | Manager
sylvia@knsh.com.tw
+886-2-8665-1389

金門國家公園
Kinmen National Park
No.460. Sec. 2, Boyu Rd., Jinhu Township,
Kinmen County 891, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.kmnp.gov.tw
Li-Ting Sun | Guide, Contract
Employee
clio@kmnp.gov.tw
+886-82-313-189

Publishers Directory

城邦文化事業股份有限公司(水滴
文化事業部)
Les Gouttes Press, a
division of Cité Publishing
Ltd.
7F., No.141, Sec. 2, Minsheng E. Rd.,
Taipei City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Yu-Ju Lin | Managing Editor
yuju_lin@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7008 ext.2565

1F., No.369, Sec.1, Datong Rd., Xizhi Dist.,
New Taipei City 221, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.linkingbooks.com.tw
Shang-Yuan Lee | Rights Manager
linkingrights@udngroup.com
+886-2-8787-6242 ext.205

小兵出版社有限公司
Little Soldier Publishing
Company Ltd.
4F., No.148, Guling St., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.pcstore.com.tw/bing
Ching-Nan Tsai | Project Manager
bintonnet@mail2000.com.tw
brenda@kiss99.com
+886-2-7729-8580 ext.128

大塊文化出版股份有限公司
Locus Publishing Company
11F., No.25, Sec.4, Nanking East Road,
Taipei City 105, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.locuspublishing.com
Vinelle Pan | Rights Manager
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 ext.35

財團法人國語日報社
Mandarin Daily News
8F., No.2, Fuzhou St., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.mdnkids.com
Yun-Wen Hua | Marketing Manager
wen316@mdnkids.com
+886-2-2392-1133 ext.1808

渠成文化
Maturity Books
Taipei101-37F., No.7, Sec.5, Xinyi Rd.,
Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110, Taiwan
(R.O.C.)
cxwc0801.strikingly.com
Ko-Yan Tyng | Publishing Director
catseyenana@gmail.com
+886-922-796-776
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www.melody.com.tw
Yin-Chih Lee | General Manager
cindy2@melody.com.tw
+886-7-322-7493 ext.37

南一書局企業股份有限公司
Nani Book Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.
1-3F., No.76, Sec.1, Peimen Rd. Tainan
City 701, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
kids.nani.com.tw
Chien-I Chan | Editor
cheriechien@gmail.com
+886-6-265-6565 ext.3163

國立臺灣歷史博物館
National Museum of
Taiwan History
No.49, Nanhai Rd., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.nmth.gov.tw
Yu-Yuang Huang | Assistant Curator
yuan0716@nmth.gov.tw
+886-6-356-8889 ext.2421

國立臺灣博物館
National Taiwan Museum
No.2, Xiangyang Rd., Zhongzheng Dist.,
Taipei City 100, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
www.ntm.gov.tw
Chao-Ling Kuo | Curator &
Exhibition Coordinator
clkuo@ntm.gov.tw
+886.2.2382-2699 ext.421

釀出版 (秀威資訊)
Niang (Showwe
Information)
1F., No.65, Ln.76, Ruiguang Rd., Neihu
Dist., Taipei City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

尖端出版
Sharp Point Press

楊子葦
Tze Wei Yang

10F., No.141, Sec.2, Minsheng E Rd.,
Taipei City 104, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

Tze-Wei Yang | Author
awiwiwi@gmail.com

www.spp.com.tw
Carol Huang | International Business
Dept. Supervisor
carol_huang@mail2.spp.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7600 ext.1023

費子軒
Tzu-Hsuan Fei

秀威經典（秀威資訊 ）
Showwe Classic (Showwe
Information)

www.facebook.com/fashion.
deathigner
Shin Su | Special Assistant to
President (Bookman)
Sushin@bookman.com.tw
+886-2-2368-4938 ext.170

1F., No. 65, Ln.76, Ruiguang Rd., Neihu
Dist., Taipei City 114, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
showwe.tw
Irene Cheng | Manager
irene@showwe.com.tw
+886-2-2796-3638

Tai Pera
14F, No. 63, Sec. 4, Xinyi Road, Taipei
10694, Taiwan
booksfromtaiwan.tw
Ping Chang | Project Manager
ping@grayhawk-agency.com
+886-2-2705-9231 ext.219

玉山社出版事業股份有限公司
Taiwan Interminds
Publishing Inc.
Rm.2, 3F., No.145, Sec.4, Ren’ai Rd,
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Programa de becas editoriales para
traducciones al español y al portugués
2018
I. Organizador: Taipei Book
Fair Foundation
II. Propósito
En su afán de promover e incentivar la
traducción y edición en el extranjero
de publicaciones originales taiwanesas,
Taipei Book Fair Foundation (en
lo sucesivo, "TBFF") convoca el
Programa de becas editoriales para
traducciones al español y al portugués
2018 a fin de impulsar la venta de
derechos de títulos taiwaneses a nivel
internacional.

III. Destinatarios
Programa de becas editoriales para traducciones al español y al portugués 2018

Editoriales o agencias literarias
(personas jurídicas) extranjeras
registradas legalmente en sus
respectivos países en conformidad
con lo estipulado por las leyes y
regulaciones pertinentes.

IV. Condiciones
1. Solo podrán solicitarse ayudas
para traducir y editar publicaciones
originalmente taiwanesas, creadas por
un autor y/o ilustrador taiwanés (con
nacionalidad de República de China).
2. Los derechos de traducción y publicación
en español o portugués deberán haber sido
cedidos por una editorial taiwanesa o por el
autor/ilustrador taiwanés.
3. Los proyectos verificados deberán
publicarse antes del 20 de noviembre de
2020 (según la fecha determinada en la
página de derechos de autor) para recibir
la ayuda íntegra. Deberá especificarse en
la página de derechos de autor u otra parte
prominente del libro que la obra ha sido
patrocinada por la TBFF.

V. Solicitud
El período de solicitud termina el 20 de
noviembre de 2019. Debe hacerse en
línea.

Primer paso: cumplimentación del formulario de
solicitud
Haga clic aquí para acceder a nuestro formulario de solicitud. Solo una
publicación por formulario.

Segundo paso: provisión de copia digital del contrato
firmado
Por razones de confidencialidad, deberá enviarse copia del contrato firmado
a la dirección electrónica international@taipeibookfair.org antes del 20 de
noviembre de 2019. El asunto del mensaje deberá incluir las palabras “2018
Spanish & Portuguese Publishing Grant Application” seguidas del título del
libro. En caso de preferirlo, se podrá ocultar la cantidad económica por la que
se concede la autorización. Las solicitudes se considerarán completadas y
confirmadas solo después de que TBFF haya recibido ambos documentos.

Tercer paso: verificación
TBFF revisará los documentos presentados para, atendiendo al número
total de páginas del libro, la tirada inicial prevista y las demás condiciones
estipuladas en el contrato, fijar la cantidad económica a satisfacer.

Cuarto paso: notificación
Dentro del plazo de un mes a partir de la fecha de recepción de la solicitud,
TBFF enviará una carta de confirmación haciendo acuse de recibo de la
solicitud y, en su caso, comunicando la cantidad económica que decide
destinar a la financiación del proyecto.

Quinto paso: envío postal
A la publicación del libro traducido, deberá enviarse lo siguiente:
1. 5 copias físicas del libro traducido por correo postal a TBFF:
2018 Spanish & Portuguese Publishing Grant Program
10F, No. 180, Sec. 1, Keelung Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei 110, Taiwan
2. Una factura por correo electrónico a cargo de TBFF que incluya:
(1) El nombre de la empresa editorial
(2) El concepto “2018 Spanish & Portuguese Publishing Grant Program”
más el título del libro traducido
(3) La fecha de emisión
3. Un correo electrónico con los datos para la transferencia
bancaria a TBFF, incluyendo:
(1) Nombre del banco
(2) Nombre de la sucursal
(3) Nombre del titular de la cuenta
(4) Número de cuenta
(5) Código SWIFT
(6) Dirección física de la sucursal

Sexto paso: abono de la ayuda
TBFF proporcionará el monto total de la ayuda transcurrido un mes de la
recepción de las copias impresas del libro o libros traducidos.

VI. TBFF se reserva el derecho a modificar las
normas del proceso de solicitud en caso de estimarlo
necesario.
Email: international@taipeibookfair.org
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